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Attorneys

Take Advantage
Spell to Examine Names
of New Venire.

How 'Big Bill" nawley Became
Connected With the Suit-- Is
Catherine a Bigamist?

MRS,

licit

HOWARD OOri.D. FRO.M
FAVORITE I'HOItXiRAlMl.

New York. May 22. Some very unGURRY WILL REACH
savory publicity
of
the Howard
Goulds came about In an unusual
way.
It was through the lawsuit of
a third person. "Hib Hill" Hawiey,
SANTA FE
who has a world-wid- e
criminal reputation, sued Howard Gould for $250,-00He claimed that his action was
on account of a breach of contract.
Mrs. Gould insists that he was one of
the hired agents to secure testimony
against her. She, In turn, according to a near friend, "engaged detectives herself and instructed them to
Offlclallv Announced In Wash
make a complete report of Mr.
Gould's life." So tlte incriminations
Ington That the New
run. The suit, according to "Uuffalo
e
Bill," an
friend of Mrs.
Governorls en Route.
Gould's, will be one of the most senYork
sational ever heard in New
courts,
Tlio llcg'imiiiig of the Komaiui'.
I
PRESIDENT BACK FROM
VI
It was in the late 'iiO's that Howard
He
Gould met Katherine Clemmons.
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
was heir, under his father's will, to
$10,000,000.
This instrument, how.
m
ever, provided that whenever one of
Special to The Evening Citizen.
his children married, the others might
.
Washington,
constitute themselves Into a board of
C May 22. It has
been officially announced here that
approval, and if the vote was not
, v
Curry, the new governor of
unanimous the one wishing to marry
I George
to"
New Mexico will reach San Francisco
would forfeit $5,000,000.
Katherine
t
July
first,
and will rrive in this city
on
Clemmons at that time had been
July 6th.
She
the stage a number of years.
had been successful in California, and
While It la not it finitely known
In ""iid inc-to- u
later for live years, had scored In HOWARD ;oi'M) IN IMS VAC'HT- - hmv long b w 'i r,f
it is probable that hft will Wrive
London under the patronage of "BufIn Santa Fe July 14th, to take office
lm.
falo Pill" Cody.
The Gould family
as governor.
at first refused to receive her, but
The tiresldent arrived in Wnshlnir- after Howard Gould announced that falo Bill" went to the rescue of those
from the exposition at
he would marry without his entire who escaped massacre.
As the fa- i toii late today By
prior arrangements,
inheritance, the consent of the board mous scout rode up to the camp he Jamestown.
H. Andrews, delegate from New
was gained.
The Howard Goulds, heHi'd the wailing cry of an Infant, W.
Mexico,
will
have an audience with
however, hae never been on visiting and he found the babe that later bethe president tomorrow on matters of
terms with the other members of the came Mrs. Howard Gould.
importance to New Mexico. The dele- -'
family.
gate was a visitor today at several of
('.. M. & S. V. ROAD IS
Goulds Much ill the Public F.ve.
He will remain in
the departments.
INSPK4
I'KD.
HI'.IXG
1SHS,
in
the
Since the wedding,
Washington for several weeks.
Miles City., Mont.. May 22. PresiHoward Goulds have been much in
Karling arrived here last night
the public eye in one form or an- dent
a a trip of inspection over the Chiother.
Their yacht was the fasles. cago,
and St. Paul exten- MINISTER OF MEXICO
their motor tile biggest, their enter- sion, Milwaukee just
neen completed.
which has
tainments the spluigest.
When they
He said that trains would be runwere abroad the kaiser and the czar
1
by
ning
to
January
of next
Butte
were entertained aboard their yach:.
LEAVES GUATEMALA
ear, and work would be pushed rapHut they never secured entry to tiie
now
on
idly
from
frohi
ends.
both
New
set
smart
York.
in
Then they began to build a east!
m:;otia- on Long Island, designed after Kilsi ppoti riox is
kenny castle, one of the most beautiItKI'.V IfltOKI.N
IIAVF.
HONS
KILLED
ful structures in Ireland, but bigger,
OFF SOLDI FRK M R( II-- !
larger and more pretentious. There
t; TOWARD KORDFIC.
has been oceans of trouble over the
building of this mansion. Mrs. Gould
ON
THE
CAROLINE
has fought architects and contracGuatemala City. May 2. Minister
tors, and one architect, while giving
of M. xico, Seiior Gamboa. left (Juate-mal- a
his testimony in a suit, told or her
yesterday for Salvador, on
using a big, big D.
I
board the Mexican gunboat Tampico.
"When the whole story of their
He said that he was to receive Inmarried life is told in court, particustructions from his government when
larly that part of it that has been
he boarded the Tampico, but declinenacted the past two years, it will be
ed to make any statement regarding
seen to be a most remarkable domesthe nature of these Instructions.
seem
tic tragedy. Many parts of it
London. May 2 2. A dispatch
to be almost beyond a woman's enfrion Sydney. X. S. W.. says that A
WIIF.RF. WF.RK NATIONAL
durance." This is the declaration of 4i a report reached there that a
IIWKS ON MAY 20?
hurricane and tidal wave swept
a near woman friend of Mrs. Gould,
estrangement.
over the Caroline islands on 4
Washington. I). C May 22. The
who talked of their
d,
currency today Issued
April
30.
was
Immense
comptroller
image
Happy.
Tliey
of
When
Were
a call for a Hfatement of the condl-- j
done and 200 persons are re- "For a long time t lie Go.ulds were
,
polled killed.
Hon of national banks at the close of
happy, as happy as mortals could be.
4 f 4
business, Monday. May 20.
Then about three years ago Mrs.
(iould became angry at certain acts
of Mr. Gould.
He said nothing, but
it was not long before she became
cognizant of the fact that she was
being closely watched.
"The constant surveillance began
to weigh on her mind until It nearly
Every way she turned
crazed her.
the eyes of some transom-climbin- g
Iff
glued upon her.
were
detective
Mrs. Gould went driving the coach-- !
man or footman was likely enough t
be a detective.
There was much
probability that her chauffeur w o
spying on her when she w ent motoring. Throughout the household ser
vants there was a sprinkling of
tectives, and even a valet of Mr.!
Gould was one of these pies.
Andj
all this time Mr. Gould was living'
with her.
"For a long lime Mrs. Gould w
watched wilhuut being aware of it
Then some one began to tamper with'
her mail. Letters she knew to have'
Then
been sent were never received.
she awoke to the system of
age.
tiie I) ov, who was In an uunt
I'lleUh, N. C, May 22 Raleigh
"The efforts to rum. Mis. Gould be- has a profound sen.--. a. on in tile arrest charge, walked with him and gave
orange which the boy aid
gan at the time the Gouhl family so f -.
him
I. S. Rowland with the d ouble ,na,,. an,lim ,,. The certificate
In this
bitterly opposed her as Katherine
- was
cms..son,
cliaige
his
poisoning
of
(ietectiv
es
laid,
Even then
Clemmons.
iiioinaine iolsoning.
aged 11. who lived with relative- - a'.
rs of foul play became at
were employed by one or" the memitu
bers of the family for the purpose Henderson, near here, and with also- once current and Dr. Rowland, who
Charles Strange. a Sei- went there a f. w days ago to see
of trying to hunt for something ii poi.soniii
line engine drivel.
about gettmu Insurance on the boy,
tier lecoid that would present Hw- board
I in media "ely
following iiis arre.-- t taken out a few weeks ago, and about
her.
ard Gould from marrying
Nothing was found, but many u,'ii'' c.i no- mat of t he new i ifance's selling the boy's property, was told he
e
h
boy exhumed to
wido.t. 0,1 the Ii 11 e
hints were circulated.
mlit t h,
t
s
- settie th
.1
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.1.
e
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III o I'
He ridiculed tlie
.11
H.iv.
"The efforts of 'li'g
Is claimed, were to
dis ,ver a
ide 1.
the m u ler'ot' her husti:i",d.
He ivtur i In :.- Sunday and when
He
husband of K.ii hei ii.e ( 'leinrn, o.s.
.lllle !l e
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to b- - from Ch: .!! In- atii'.e.l Sli.ii''
wife was with
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and staleK
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bee
bowed a cei llticale.
ll
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married a
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ll ol How al d Gou'd
TUll's 1. t hi ' It It w ia nd li.i ko ie
made ai order for Die
I
tin- - i:
Nor f .11. a a Mi. Si ia ge .1
of sii.mKe's body from a
married but o e
t
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in-th,e !.l il' i
i
sion to M r. liollld.'
That of little David
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at Henderson.
Mis.
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The life
ehu h Monday
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a
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tile
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S:i tag
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o h
by
ii. alii "J p .isoniii,; 0:
itowl.iiul showed no con-eion el. Her f'at!lel
I'a- - t'ae boy
Hen lei son, w as causing a
lians at a mWitarv far'.
at in- - ariest. but his wife nearly
ollip-ed- .
tilj time, s,., '
kota. She was n baby
I'.oi'aml is a native of
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I: was
that But- that Rowland went
del s :..
and one chronicler has
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Reverses

Court of Appeals

Kentucky Judge In Ejection Contest.
GOVERNOR MAY
APPOINT TO VACANCIES
Louisville, Ky., May 22. The court
has voted unanimously to
reverse the decision of Judges Kirby
and Miller, of Jefferson circuit court,
in the contest of the fusionlsts to oust
the democratic officeholders of the
city of Louisville and of Jefferson
county, who were declared elected in
the fall of 1905.
This decision will have the effect of
turning out of office all city and county officials, and considerable confusion
will follow.
The court rules that Gov. Heck-hahas power to till vacancies by
appointment and that an election for
all city and county officials be ordered for next November.
A written opinion declares that the
election methods in Louisville are
outrageous and the use of police at
polling places is characterized as being repulsive to citizens, as would be
the use of state troops, and will not
be tolerated in future elections.
The campaign methods of both the
fusionists and the democrats are denounced, and so is the use of $100,-Oa- o
campaign funds In the contests.
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Ed- May
22.
Globe, Ariz..
ward Lavelle. an engineer, was
we- were
two
laborers
killed and
veieiy burned by an explosion
io a well owned by the Globe

t
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MURDERED

GOVERNOR'S SON

WATCHES CLOSELY THE
TRIAL

AT BOISE

Holse,
Idaho,
May
22
steuenberg. son of the murderedJulian
governor attends every session ex-of
ii" .! 1, i . 11 turn fMirt,ct
the v.h- '
II.IUIUO f.,.. .1,
Steunenherir Is 91 vur,
,,i.t
strongly built,
d
and blue- nas a Pleasant manner and
vjeu.
is held in high esteem by a wide circle of friends, both here and at the
laiiiny Hume in Caldwell.
irh t nt
On the
i,
ho o,,,.-.i.- .
with the other members of the family!
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STATE AND CITY AS WELL

Albany. N. Y., May 22. The senate
this afternoon passed the
utilities bill by a vote of 41 to 6. after
defeating: the amendments proposed
by the democrats.
The bill was first sent to the assembly for a concurrence in amendments made by the senate republican
caucus.
A little later they voted to concur
In the measure.
This bill is one f Gov. Hugha
pet measures.
It creates a commission, the members of which shall be appointed by
the governor, with powers to supervise and regulate .the operation of
public corporations both in the city
and the state of .New York, and provides for separate boards for each.

HEGEfdAN

PRESIDENT

PLEADS

NOT

GUILTY

OF

New York. May 22. John R. liegeman, president of the Metropolitan
company, appeared
Life Insurance
before the criminal branch of the supreme court today and pleaded not
guilty to the ten Indictments returned
against him yesterday, charging perjury and forgery.
Hail in the sum ..of $10,000 was fur..
,
y
J
nished. '
liegeman's plea was made with the
may
reservation that he
withdraw it
by June 1 If he should so choose.
His counsel. Delancy Nlcoll, wa
permitted by District Attorney Jer
ome to Inspect the minutes of the
grand Jury which returned the In- dictments.

THE
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GOVERNMENT

ITSELF

THE LAW

21

ON

TRIAL

This Alan

Deserted Twelve Commissioner Pronty Says
Women Within Twelve
That Uncle Sam Should
Months.
Value Railroads.

Kb,

Fort Smith, Ark., May 22. Ify the
of Dr. J, A. Turner on a fugitive warrant issued at the instigation
of Deputy Sheriff Eliott, ot Rattle
Creek, Mich., it is claimed that the
champion bigamist of the country has
been unearthed. It is said that Dr.
Turner. In the course of the last
three years, has marred twelve women, and deserted them all with the
exception of the woman he was living
with here. Dr. Turner was arrestea
on the complaint of Miss lola Davis,
who claims to have married Turner
under the name of John Carver in
Calhoun couuty. Michigan. October
15. lttiili. He left her after two weeks
of wedded life, he says, and went
from there to Detroit and (Irand
Rapids, and In eiKh place married
women after a short acquaintance.
He narrowly escaped arrest In the
latter place and went to Norfolk. Va..
w here he married under the name of
Dr. MeOurrin. He resided there only
long enough to get his wife's money
ami then went to New York City,
where in the next month, he took
two more wives. Leaving New York,
he was next traced to Cleveland,
where he accumulated another wife,
and in succession he is said to have
gone to Me m ii his, marrying
again,
giving tiie name of Dr. Stewart.
other wives of the seductive dentist to the number of five are said to
reside, one in Indiana, another In
Kentucky, two in Missouri and in Illinois. According to a story of tiie officer who made the arrest. Dr. Turner
or Carver, operated through matrimonial papers. He answered requests
for husbands, and. after finding the
value of the property the women
owned, married them ami lived with
them only long enough to get their
money.
Turner was identified by
means of a photograph and description sent out broadcast from Rattle
Creek.
keiiuisitiou papers have been issued by llovernor Warner, of Michigan, and an officer and Miss Davis,
here
the complainant, will arrive
Wednesday to t ike lite man in custody. Turner will make a hard tight
to resist extradition.
He claims it is
identity
a ca-- e of mistaken
and
denies positivelv that lie was ever in
Michigin. II ' admits, however, that
he once lived in Cleveland, and It
w..s from th it city that the first clew
was found th it led to bis arrest.

arrest

of his father.

He was the first to
reach the side of his father, whose
torn and bleeding form lay fifteen
feet from the gate, where It had been
blown by the force of the explosion.
Steunenberg says his mother is in
poor neann. loisi rail she went to
Los Angeles with the intention of
maKing tfiat her permanent home.
The climate did not bring the hoped
ror improvement in ner condition, and
she greatly missed her old associations. She has recently returned to
Caldwell and wi spend her remain
ing days in the home in which he
enjoyed so many years of happiness
and which was the scene of the
tragedy that tiMik all the light from
her lite.

mgshori:mkvk ktkiki:
affkctim; f.xrorts.
NewYork, May 22. That the

strike of longshoremen is having a
serious effect upon business Is Indicated by the comparatively low figures of experts at the customs house.
Iist week the exports from this
port dropped J6.44.80 below the
figures of the previous week.
The shrinkage apparently will be
greater this week.

FIRE SMOTHERED
Omaha. Neb.. May 2:'. The Tnion
Pacific coal company announced today tfiat tiie tire which raged in the
Cumberland coal mine at Cumberland. Wyo., for six months, his at
las--t
been extinguished and work In
the mine will be resumed Immediately.

Tiie mine was hermetically sealed
and the tire was smothered out.
An exploration party has reached
its lowest

level.

CARMEN

ARE

LOSING

'.- -

i

New York, May 22. An announcement was made here today that J.
Plerpont Morgan had purchased for
more than one million dollars the
Hoentschel collection of carvings,
statury and furniture, which Is
by experts to be the greatest
a.-ifiOIy .,f wuject of the applien arts
and crafts In the world, and It has
been shipped to the United State.
Mr. Morgan has not yet decided
what disposition he will make of the
collection, but it is said that he has
already given a large portion of It to
the Metropolitan Museum of Arts, of
which he is president.

TOILS
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'

Metropolitan Museum Is Pro Court Accepts Ball of 5 1 0.000.
mlsed a Large Portion of
There Were Ten InRare Collection.
dictments in All.

BIGAMIST
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of Arbitration Conference Believes Act a Pet of Governor Hughes
World Now Has FortifiRight In Line With Roosecations Enough.
velt's Policies.
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of
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Water company here yesterday.
The explosion was caused by
gasoline baking from an engine
us-- d
on the pumps, which was
imiiied by one of them who
tailed lo light his pipe.
IivelU- was the husband of a
of M:s. J. S. Spears, of
Mis. Spell-- ,
Soulll See,, (d

IAN

Y

Killed Engineer to Get Wife and Caused
Death of Son to Get Insurance.
Woman Held as an Accessory.
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OF PIPE

LIGHTING

arrtm (ii((
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of appeals

ARMIES

Lake Mohonk. N. Y May 2. The
Lake Mohonk conference on International arbitration opened Its thirteenth annual session today.
The election of officers resulted as
follows:
President Nicholas Murray Butler. New- - York.
Secretary Clinton R. Woodruff,
Philadelphia.
Permanent Corresponding Secretary
H. C. Phillips, Lake Mohonk.
Treasurer Alexander C.
Wood.
Camden. N. J.
President Uutler. of the Columbia
t'nlversity, In his address at the
MTTLK HAYWOOD GIRL
opening udvocated that the question
1KT UV COIHT UOOM. of disarmament be avoided, but a
Boise, Idaho, May 22. The pet of restriction of further growth of the
the court room is little Vernon, the armie9 and navies be urged.
bright
daughter of Secretary Haywood. She is full of life
and radiant with smiles, but never
so radiant as when the smile is for
E
her father. She spends much of the
time sitting or standing beside him.
and whenever there Is a moment of
relaxation In the heavy court routine,
MILLION FOR
she is at .his knee, arm around her
neck and talking to him. Then a
smile flits over the stern face of the
accused man and for a moment the
ART
two whisper back and forth and
laugh and seem altogether oblivious
to all else in the great room of sol
emn law and justice.

r

i;

DEMOCRATIC CITY

STANDING

while Sheriff Hodglns and deputies
are summoning the second extra venire of sixty men ordered yesterday,
when the ilrst special panel of 100
men was exhausted. The trial will be resumed at 2
o'clock tomorrow.
Attorneys for both the state and
the defense are busily engaged In ex
amining Into the qualifications of the
men composing the new
venire,
whose names have already been furnished them.

TELLSAWFUL STORY

IS WITHOUT

FAVOR

BfLL

Boise. Idaho, May 22. The Haywood trial la at a standstill today,

MRS. HOWARD

i

LOUISVILLE

PEACE ADVOCATES

BE RESUMED TOMORROW

400's Knavery.

Los Angeles. Cal.. May 22. The
Southern Pacific Short Line limited,
westbound, was wrecked ten miles
north of here, at 12:30 this morning
at West Glendale, and one person
was killed ami twenty Injured, three
of them. It is thought, fatally.
Tile Killed.
an electrical
T.
J. McHAXON,
r rker, of Santa Barbara.
I'utaiiy Injured.
M ns. SCHIDLKR. of Los Angeles.
MRS. HOSE LETTEKMAN, Cleve- land. Ohio.
WILLIAM LOVE, a Pullman porter.
Work of Train Wiwkors.
The wreck was the work of vandals
apparently for the purpose of robbery. The train was late and was
running down grade at forty miles
an hour.
The engine left the track in the
middle of a tresel over the arroya
S'cri and plunged sixteen feet to the
bottom of the arroya, dragging the
diner, two Pullmans, the buffet car
and the mail and baggage cars with
it.
All the equipment was badly crushed and that anyone aboard the train
escaped being killed is considered
miraculous.
A relief train reached the wreck
about thirty minutes after the accident. The work of rescuing the Injured passengers from the wreckage
was not completed at 9 o'clock this
morning and it is feared that the list
of dead may yet be increased.
Platen Had lUi'n Iiosrnod.
That the wreck was the work of
train wreckers became evident this
morning. The fish plates had been
loosened and heavy strands of wire
placed in the apertures where the
bolts had been. When the train approached, someone hiding on a hill
close to the track pulled these wires
from the fish plates, which let the
Only the westbound
track spread.
track had be"n tampered with.general
Pacific
At the Southern
c. (tires today a nottce was posted offering $10,000 for the arrest and conviction of the party or parties who
were responsible for the wreck of
The officials
the Short Line limited.
say they have no clue whatever.
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Annulment Case
Will Expose More of

on Hillside.

ITS

County Rests Case While New York Alan Lands Presi Senate
Passes Anti-TruSixty Additional Talesmen
Goes
Measure by Vote of
Are Being Summoned.
to Phlladclphlan.
41 to 6.
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NEW YORK WILL
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CONVENTION

SECURING OF JURY WILL

ROBBERS

GET-TOGET-

AT A STAN- D-

THE

WORKJF
Fish Plates Were

HAYWOOD TRIAL

rridf rriviancf
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GOULDS TO

One Person Killed and Twenty
Injured. Three of Them
Fatally.
WRECK EVIDENTLY

The F.vonlnjj Citizen, In AtiTance, 5 per
Pollvcml ly Carrier. 60 cent per month.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENING, MAY 22, 1907.

1.

mm: miMiii
I OR

May
York,
22.
New
Charles
Prouty, a member of the Interstate
commerce commission, addressing the
National Manufacturers'
association
here today, said that the government
should exercise "direct control over
capital accounts of railroads and that
all railroads should be valued by the
government."
regulation Is Itself
"Government
on trial." he said. "Regulation must
be sufficiently strong to choke the
cry for national operation. We must
create a department of railways,
which should be charged with that
part of the regulation which is properly administrative anJ executive."

ODD
HOME

FELLOWS'
FOR

AR-

IZONA
Special to The Citizen.
Phoenix. Ariz., May 22 "Is Phoenix to have a new Oil Fellows' home
for widows and orphans and Indigent
members of the order.'" is the question that the Phoenix lo .ise is worrying over.
Tiie lodge members say yes
At
the meeting of the grand lo.le In
Prescott in April a committee wa
appointed to investigate several proposed sites one at Phoenix, one at
Cochise and one at Tucson.
The
committee has until next April to decide which city shall land the home.
While It is desired to secure the
laud as cheap as possible, still the
committeemen state thai the land
must be available for farming purposes, and have irng.i:io:i facilities,
it is the intention of tne grin! lodge
to have the home male
To date the Phoenix. Tucson, Cochise, prescott and other lodges In
Arizona are canvassing their districts,
trying to find the most suitah'.e site.
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Chicago. III.. Miy
The wheat
new
a
lierli
laborer market set
the
hih record for adHauled Hi "Jerm :ig. w h one morning crop today, when Ja!v opttoio
,,!,,-- !
out his tongue at vanced to 10;1,;
November
i,, 101
last
pui
May
Sa'i Francisco, Cal..
the kaiser as h.s majesty went iat and December t la
More street cars are running today in an automobile, has just been conThe pit w as a closely p u ke mass
any
day since the strike begin. demned ta nine hiin'.iis'
than
of busiof brokers and tie
No trouble is reported.
ness wj laig?.
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Toilet Accessories
II II ,1MVA

NTi:i.

1? that
I
your
UKl.V VANTl;l
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want rolumn will
assure you of plenty of employe?.

PERSONAL

FnOPEMT

LOANS.

V

W.VJ

Bath Ilruslics,
Sonp, Nail
Brushes. Maalcure
Scissor.
Corn Plasters,
Corn File,
Shampoo Cream, Hnlr Tonics,
Tnlcuni Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc

MONEY to LOAN

'

On
A:S KI-Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
. - - '
W'AXTKD
Jlan to work on ranch. Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARS
J. H. Heald. phone 14 56.
WANTED Boarders by the week In HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as
private family; also have a nicely and as high as $200. Loans art

MAY

THE MURRAY AND MACIC COMPANY JN "AROUND TIIK TOWN"

BATH
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Apply
furnished room for rent.
Mrs. Jobson, 3or,North Edith.
stylish
VANTED
Ladies wanting
millinery Mid dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 612
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren
tices wanted.
Phone 944.
second-han- d
Gentleman- WANTED
clothing. No. Elt South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
1 'cople
who want some-thlnWANTKD
to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
Hundred fold.
WANTED Position as Joo composi- tor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
WANTED To buy five teams or ten
single driving horses; must be
sound and city broke. Bring animals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
West Tijeras avenue, between 11a.
in and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock

quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Good
remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a,'
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
30,m West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND

g.

PROFESSIONAL

PHARMACY

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Irs M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, IS F.Bt..
N. W Washington, D. C.
Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
R. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alhunii.r.
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
p. m.
ATTORNEY. AT LAW.
om.
,
WANTED A partner in a nouso fur-- Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M
business,
nlshing
established seven
years; need more capital; located
DENTISTS.
In one of the best towns In the terDR. J. E. KRAFT,
ritory good schools, churches, artesian water, a county seat and
Dental Surgeon.
on
amif
HAAmi m9 mum
the best climate and people
, dUIiCll
Tbh4 V..ITAI
A.w.a.u
VUIIU111B
earth. Come out and see, or ad-- , over
O'Rlelly's . drug store. Phon
.
. ny
) II
a
I
dress for particulars, S. M. Brown, XT m,
appointments maae
mail.
Gallup, K. M.
TV n. K
Edmund J. Ala-er- .
MI.V WANTED.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Offlet
every
MEN WANTED somewhere
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11
day. If you are looking for a Job hours,
p.
m.
5
p.
to
m.
Both phones. Apput a want ad In The Evening Citizen's want column and It will do pointments made by mall.
the rest.
w.'m. sheiudAn7i7i7
pok itEvr.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
e
FOR KENT Four-roobrick house
close In, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
386. Albuquerque, N. M.
Room 10. Armljo building.
DR. R. L. 1ICS1.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, houseOffice,
8. N. T. Armljo Bldg.
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Tuberculosis treated with High
Broadway.
Frequency
Current
and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Germicide. Electrical
Treatments given each
two blocks south of postofhee; with day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
or without board. Mrs. T. Johnnurse in attendance. Both phones.
ston, 507 South Second street.
DRS. BKOXSON & BRONSON,
FOR RENT Two and three room
cottage flats for summer $10 and
Homeopaths.
$15. Apply at 110 East Coal. Mrs.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
E. K. Norrls.
imce ana residence. 828.
FOR RENT Room in Highlands,
int. F. J. PATTIIIV.
family.
private
No
with
Invalids
riijslclan ami Surgeon.
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office
need apply. Mrs. J. W. Hllliard,
hours to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
202 North Edith.
p. m. Phones, office 441,
residence
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, in 695.
nice, airy house, with board If deDR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
sired. Only one half block from
When vnnr animal, - .uu ...
building.
Library
Apply Mrs.
need a good veterinary surgeon. Cal.
Chess. 124 South Edith.
v " viu icimuie. rnone INO. I4Z.
FOR RENT Newly furnished outside rooms, modern bath, half
I'XDEHTAXKK.
lock from Railroad avenue. "The
114 Vi North
Granada,"
Colo., Red 111
Second Auto, phone 818.
street.
A. noRnima
Commercial Club building.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
Black
rooms, near business center; rates
or White hearse, $1.
reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and
'
ARCHITECTS
Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Light, airy
W. Spencer. Rooms
F.
Bar-net- t
7
rooms for rooming or light
building, Albuquerque, N. al
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $1 per Both phones.
week and up. Minneapolis House,
NOTARY FCBLIC.
B24 South Second. A. T. Devore,
Proprietor.
Thou. K. D. Maddison.
Office With W. B. Chllriora.
111
EM PIXIYM EST.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work West Gold avenue.
The Citizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
EUREKA!
Yes, I Have Found It at Last.
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The
Found what? Why that ChamberCitizen today and be at work tomor- lain's Salve cures eczema arA all
row.
manner of itching of the skin. I
years
A WANT AD Costs but a few cents nave oeen anncieu tor many"get
with skin disease. I had to
up
but a few lines In The Citizen will three
or four times every night and
bring you what you want.
wash with cold water to allay the
FOR SAUL.
terrible itching, but since using this
in December, 1905. the Itching
salve
oR SALE A Ford runabout auto- has stopped
and has not troubled me.
mobile.
Call at Albuquerque AutoElder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
mobile Co.
Pa.
For
sala by all druggists.
FOR SALE Fine Chlckering Bros,
o
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs HAIR
DRESSER ATTD CTHROPO
over
Futrelle's furniture store
DIST.
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
FOR SALE household
furniture,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
s,
cooklngtl utensils, etc.; all
209 West Railroad avenue, is prebeing used less than four pared
months; very cheap.
Apply 307 ment, to give thorough scalp treatdo hair dressing, treat corns,
North Sixth street, any time.
and ingrowing nails. She
FOR SALE One seven-roonew bunions
gives
massage
treatment and manibrick house, furnished complete,
curing.
Mrs.
fine water, two acres good farm
Bambini's own pre para
land close in, all fenced. Outhouses tlon of complexion cream builds up
and barn. Address "for sale" this the skin and Improves tha complexoffice.
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be inFOB. SALE
Furniture of a four jurious, she also prepares a bait
room house. line range, dishes, tonic that cures and prevents danbedding.
cooking
utensils
and
everything complete.
Snap for druff toand hair falling out; restore
life
dead hair; removes mole,
someone just smarting housekeeping. Everything
sanitary. Prices warts and superfluous hair. Also i.
dirt cheap. Apply 50S West Hail-roa- d face powder, a freckle cure and pimavenue.
ple cure and pile cure. All of the
preparations
are purely vegetable
POIND.
FOl'ND Through tile want column compounds. Have Just added a viof The Evening Citizen, Just what brator machine for treatment ot
you have been looking for. An scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
advertising source sure to bring re- is also used for rheumatism, palm
turns for small expenditure. Try a and massage.
want ad and be convinced.
CTiamlx-rluln'- s
LOST.
Colic.
Cholera ant.
Diarrhoea Itemed).
LOST An thing ou lose except your
There Is probably no medicir.
reputation is sure to be found by a
want ad in The Citizen's want col- made that Is relied upon with more
implicit confidence than Chamber
umn.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarihoe.
MONEY LOST.
Remedy. During the third of a cen
MONEY LOST Every day in
the tury In which it has been in use. peo
year by advertising the wrong way. ple have learned that It is the one
A Citizen want ad la money saved and remedy that never
When re
results assured. Send In your want duced with water andfalls.
swee'ened it Is
ad today.
pleasant to take. For sale by al
A LADY lieie from the east will give drugglb's.
o
medicated baths and electricity
cure for all kinds of rheumatism,
EGtiS FOR HATCHING.
stomach trouble, all chronic and
Eggs S 1 CO ped setting. Rose comb,
nervous disease. Call from 1 to 4 Iiruwn Leghorns and Barred
Rocks.
o'clock, 4i:t North Sixth street.
Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
I.
E.
i'auley,
M.
E6tancia,
N.
1100 Reward. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to learn that there la at least on
Sore N'Tiinies.
dreaded disease that science baa been
Any mother w ho
had experience
able to cure In all Its stages, and that with this distressinghasailment
will be
la Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is tha pleased
to
know
a
cure may be
that
only positive cure now known to the
mean hi iraierniiy. 'alarm being a coo affected by applying Chamberlain's
stilutlonal disease, requires a constltu Salve as soon as the child Is done
tional treatment. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth
taken Internally, acting directly upon the before allowing the babe to
nurse,
blood and mucous surfaces or the sys Many trained nurses u.--e
this salve
tern, thereby destroying the foundation
or tne disease, and giving trie patient with the best results. For sale by
trengtn ty building up tne constitution an druggists.
and asslBtnur nature In doing Its work
The proprietors have so much faith In Its
Sprains (Jult-klcur.-.f- .
ruratne powers that they offer one
Bathe the parts freely with Cham
ziunurea iHMiu.it lor any case mat )t berlain's
Pain Balm ainf giv.
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonial. Addrroa:
rest, and a quick cure is cer
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. CHKNEIT
tain. For tale by all druggists.
Sold by iTurKist. 76c.
Take iialj Family puis for const Ipa- piiu:
i.oriovs
.VS.
New arrivals for the week : Br"' ICK Utt AM AT VAN
(
els and velvet carpets. Thirty..
We do It right. norcH PUT. Im- patterns of rocker to select tjomnsW
at perlai
Fytrelle's Furniture Kinporfiv',
Laundry Co.
m

v.

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

48-4-

first-clas-

pretation of her plays. The pictorial
accessories of "The New 'York Idea,"
In which this actress will be seen
at the Elks' opera house on May 29,
are said to be as high as In artistic
merit as Is the acting of Mrs. Fiske
and her associates. There are three
scenes, all Interiors', but in radical
contrast to each other. The first 'net
shows the drawing room of an old,
mansion on Washington Square,
the home of an aristocratic
family, whose ancestry can be traced
back to colonial days. A few of these
houses, resisting the encroachments
of great warehouses and office buildings, still exist in Washington Square,
and from one of them this scene was
painted. Of its verity there is thus
no question, and It is superb In Its
effect of solid dignity. Back of the
drawing room, which Is furnished In
dark red, and separated from it by
pilasters, is a smaller parlor In which
the tone of decoration Is green. It
has a large bay window conservatory,
through which a glimpse Is had of
the houses In the next block. The
furniture, the pictures, the heavy mahogany doors, all breathe decorum
and exclusiveness.
For the next net the curtain rises
on a boudoir in the Fifth avenue
home of a wealthy and luxurious woman. Pure Louis XV in Its every
detail. It Is symphony In pink and
white. The walls are pink, with an
effect of draperies, while around the
walls at the celling runs a real drapery of pink silk. Broaded silk of a
deeper pattern is used for the window curtains and for the canopy over
the dressing table. The furniture, all
white, is upholstered In the same material. Everything about the room is
dainty and feminine and the scene is
exquisite.
In the third scene the effect Is masculine Instead of feminine.
It is a
man's den the lounging and working room of a New York lawyer with
a bent for sports. There Is a high
wainscoatlng
of weathered oak. a
"THE
NEW YORK
broad. low window of decorated
glass, walls furnished In dark green,
and a frieze of hunting pictures In
IDEA" BY
FISKE bright colors. The furniture is heavy,
plain and comfortable. The big fireplace has seats. and above them
book shelves. In this case, as in the
In the matter of stage settings. other two, the room suggests the
Mrs. Fiske has set as high a standard character of its owner, as most rooms
for herself as In the actual inter do in real life.
Rut-ledg-

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
Thursday. May 23
LOOK WHO'S COMING!

The Famous Originals

MurrapMacli
Gladys Van

Gertrude Rutledge
May Gabriel
Bae Hamilton

Tel.-phon-

--

Thi best and possibly the most
costly shows that are produced in
this later day stage productions, are
the musical comedies and this season li.is witnessed the la inching of
some of the largest ever known. In
the near future we will have the
pleasure of seeing our oil but ever
welcome friends Murrav and Mack
themselves with the largest and best
show they ever gave us. The new
piece was an Instantaneous hit when
they first produced It at the New
York theatre last fall in New York.
During its tour on the roid the show
omm reveived praise rrom tne press
of every city visited, and the same
company and production as plaved
New York and Chicago will positively be seen here. Among the more
prominent members of the cast besides the stars themselves will be
Ous Pixley, formerly with "Rabes in
Toyland" company: Gertrude
of "Prince of I'llsen" fame;
Hobby Harrington, of Oenrge M. Cohparts,
an
In "Little Johnny Jones;"
May Gabriel, of "Fantana" companv;
Francis Trumbull, the hit of "The
Mayor of Tokio" company; Fred
Gulllard, of "Sultan of Sulu" fame;
Walter S. Brower. of "The Free
I.ance" cast; P. J. Knne. of the happv
Tad: Bae Hamilton, of "The Red
eFather" companv; Florence Cordelia, of "The VunderMlt Cup" cast,
and the best singing and dancing
chorus ever out of New York. Murray and Mack have spent a fortune
In the scenic and electrical equipment. Among the many song hits
possibly the best are (Thursday I Miss
Van- and her Handy Kids (Hortense)
"Mooney Time." "Dear Old Girl,"
"The Rose From Dixie." "Ive. Love,
Ivove," "The One and Only." "Dear
Old Broadway." "At Kvening Time."
"The Girl, the Bench and Moon,"
and many others. The company appears here on Thursday at the Elks'
opera house.

Gus Pixley
Bobby Harrington
Fred Guilliard
P. J. Kane
and Their Incomparable Cast
and a Real Singing and Dancing
Chorus of Nature's
FAIREST FEMININE FELICITY
Seats on sale at Mntson's Book Store
Tuesday, May 21st
Carriages

.iaihti;ki

.

.1..

I

'

WIircitK Til FY PLAY TODAY.
National league.

St. Louis at Boston.
Chicago at New York.

Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
American I.rnguo.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
Washington at Cleveland.
HOW THEY STAXD.
National

Boston

Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

American I.casnie.
Won. Lost. Prt.
Chicago
21
10
.677
12
18
Cleveland
.600
Robber!
Robber!!
.5 56
12
IVtrolt
lo
Smash the umpire! He's Robber"
a dirty
New York
15
13
.536 thief!
1
Philadelphia
14
.519
1
St. Louis
11
,367
Washington
8
16
.360
10
18
Boston
.357 when the score stood 9 to 1 In favor
of. the Albuquerque
team.
Lopez
was unable to deliver the goods and
Western League.
was
pounded
Won. Lost. Pet.
contlnuallv throughout
Des Moines
17
10
.630 the game, while Brown, the Institute
pitcher, was a puzzle.
17
13
Omaha
.56
Both teams
11
13
Denver
.542 played clean ball. Galgano will be
14
Lincoln
13
.519 in the box, today, and the Brownie"
Sioux City
11
17
.392 to win.
10
18
Pueblo
.357
SPORTING XOTF.S.
YESTF.K DAY'S CiAMKS.
Manager MoAleer is threatening a
shnkeup of the St. Louis Browns on
Nalional League.
At New York
R. H. K. account of their miserable showing.
Chicago
7
3
2
New York
2
2
8
Early season showing
one
Batteries Brown and Kllng Math-ewso- of the most sensational promises
races
the
and Bresnahan.
history of ba.se ball between thein ChiAt Brooklyn
R. H. E. cago and New York teams.
1
3
8
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
8
5
2
. L. .
How tlmen- ...... . .si.- . r
mis
Batteries Hitt and McLean Ruck-- i season the Americanwv League I .1pluyern
r, Pastorius and Butler.
are the ones who have
trving
At Boston
R. H. E. the rowdy act. while thebeen
Nationals
Boston
2 have been almost angelic.
15 13
St. Louis
5
5
8
Batterles Lindaman
and Brown,
Mike Donlin Is out with the stateShields. Holsketter and Marshall.
ment that he considers himself on
At Philadelphia
R. H. E. the New
York reserve list, and that
7
0 any
Pittsburg
2
time McGraw needs his services
7
Philadelphia
3
3 he
will report.
Batteries Icefield
Phelps;
and
Moren and Dooin.
Tn thp
...... .,7,.-- tmt r,,
.iveirtKe
bases on balls per game
in the NaAmerican league.
tional
and
American
leagues
was
At Detroit
R. H. E. .233. Average
batsmen hit bv the big
o
2
6
Detroit
league
pitchers,
.207;
bv the minors.
Philadelphia
4
3 10
IKillia.ii
and .33tf.
BHtteies Willeits,.
Payne; Waddell and Schreck.
the slugging manager of
At Cleveland
It. It. E. theLajolc.
Cleveland Americans, has begu i
H
1
4
Cleveland
to
bunt.
Fielders
almost invariably
1
Washington
3
0
Play back for ihlm, and Ijirry is tryg
Batteries Joss and Bemis;
ing
to
givo
them something to guess
and Hayden.
At Chicago
It. H. E. alxiut.
Chicago
3
2
5
1
The question now arises as t
Boston
8
3
Batteries Altrock and McFarland; whether Burns Is any better than
O'Brien.
Tommy probably fought ,,.i
Winter and Shaw.
At St. Louis
R. H. E. the square in this right, but he an.
peared suspiciously onto (he ropes i i
1
New York
0 6
(
the "llxing" business.
St. Louis
3
5
Batteries Orth and Thomas; Howell and Stephens.
IT'S IIFXiF.lAVlM'll.
League.
Western
At Omaha
R. H. E.
1
3
2
Omaha
4
6
Moines
Des
al'.tteries Thompson nd Gnnding
Gehring and Shannon and Dashwood.
At Denver
R. H. E.
1
6
6
Denver
n
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One Night Only
Wednesday

JvIARH 29
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Falk-enbur-
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The New York Idea

ryaar

s'tv

.Mitchell.

Seat sale opens Saturday, Slav 25th,
S a. m..
Prices 11.00, $1.50 and
$2.00; Boxes 12.50 and $3.00.

at

Hutu-- .

May 22. -- I my, o
kind enoui:li to
it Cur
right, Mr. Clark: luie it K"
And that Is hoti- pretty Alice G.
Media, a telephone girl in moderate
circumstances, started in to win a
ll.iiiiip. mm husband Wm. A. Clark.'
Jr., youngest s..n of
Clark,
one of the richest men in the world.
The marriage was performed here1
very qu:i tly.
Alic- Media had been married
until she was perfectly well. Dr
King's New Discovery power ovei fore, hnvhm only
divorced
tube!- from Marc J.
Nov.
a
Med. a
coughs and colds Is simply marvel
man
business
of
Unite.
ous." No other remedj has ,eve
equalled It. Fully guaranteed by al
new
The
Mrs. Clark. Jr. is ver;
druggists. 60c and 11.00. Trial bot beautiful, and very il.ih':!.g. ton
Young Mr. Clark had only known he
tie free.

Friend.
Alexander Benton who lives oi
Rural Houte 1, Fort F.dward. X. T.
says: "iJr. King's New Discovery I.
my best earthly frinatd. It cured m
of asthma six years ago. It has aUo
performed a wonderful cure of in
cipient comsumptlon
for my son's
wife. The first bottle ended the ter
rlble cough, and this accomplished
the other symptoms left one by one
hk-w- t

jou

will

.SB

1M1

1

Pirection of
Harrison Grey Fiske
Presenting

My

4

1
Vi

W

By

,
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Most Important Engagement
in the History of Al-

MANHATTAN

Won. Lost. Pet.
5
24
.859
5
24
.859
10
14
.582
15
11
.577
16
12
.429
9
18
.333
7
23
.233
5
22
.185

Chicago
New York
Pittsburg
Philadelphia

TELEPHONE GIRL WINS A

Elks' Opera House

OLD SPORT SAYS:

e,

m

then-absolut-

BASE BALL

BY BEING PROMPT, A POOR

p. m.

11

j

IS.

Prices 50c 75c and $1.00

oP

11

New-York-

Mont.,

Ik- -

-

be-la- st

la-e-

iv

0f hd

Sioux

City

1

5

2

Batteries olmstead and Zalusky;
Oadwalder and Spies.
At Pueblo
R. H. E.
1
8
6
Lincoln
1
7
Pueblo
6
McKay anil Sullivan;
Batteries
Fitzgerald and Smith.
mral. I want iluit iiiimlx-- badly. If
American AsHiicltition.
mo I will apprrvuiu- - It.'1
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 2; Kansas City. 8.
a :V
At
Indianapolis Indianapolis, 4;
day when the wedding ocColumbus. 3.
curred.
At
Minneapolis
Minneapolis 2; St.
Chirk was not notified
10.
r tinvending, which was attended Paul.
At Toledo Toledo 9; Louisville 5.
by only a few fi lends of the couple.
Although greatly surprised, the copper king, being an indulgent patent,
ROSWELL 8; ALBUQUERQUE 1
did not complain.
Hy her lucky marriage. Alice Medio changed her position from "heiaj
i
l" that of mlllolnalre's wife and Special to The Evening Citizen.
fost.r mother of the
Kosw.-H- ,
N. M.,
May
22.
The
Win. A. Clark, 111.
Young Cadets won from the Browns yesterMr. Clark's first wife
d.ed shortly day by a score of
to 1. almost turning the table of the day previous.
..':r giving h.rih to this babe.
r

"niillion-iloliai-baby-

.''

K

Br
Battling Nelson's strong right aris
has bumped the mighty Pennsylvania
Railway Company off the track. That
heartless corporation
had changed
Ihe name of his home, itegelw ls. h.
III., to Burnham.
After con.erabl---sparrinthe company took the count,
and the town retains its tttst name.

WHEN DRINKING BEER
f
U

Guaranteed
Under the

1

FOOD AND
DRUGS ACT

ll

Serial No. 6768.

jiggle

Quality and Purity are
t5"sM

MHiAlfj
.'--

Famous

Af

Pre-Eminen-

Important.

tly

o)

St. Louis

OHESVJIAW

Tlirouchut its entire priKog (f Irewinfr and hottlinp, ronieg in contact only with copper, tin linej anil enameled surfaces. It is brewed in
scrupulously dean c per vesg. , tl.i n j itK-- throng-l- i bk k tin pip- to enameled teel tanks where it is ajred and latfi-refor at least six
naiiuhs; then
ajjain tLroupii l'lo k tin pipe to
bottlinff machine, where it is tilled off into thoroughly rleanse.1 and
Mrs use only Ihe Finest Grade of IMPORTED BOHEMIAN
ttenJizcd Uttlct.
HOPS.
Absolutely Free From Adulterants and Preservatives.

nd

air-tiu'-

THE AMERICAN BREWING CO., St. Louis, U. S. A.
CONSOLIDATED

LIQUOR

COMPANY, Distributors,

Bottled Only

mt thm

Albuquerque.

Brewery In Su Louie..

1

ALBUQUERQUE

MAY, MAY 22.
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Q 555,000.00

Improvements

Building

TURK

Ahead
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AJlomquaerqiuie

SPODNER PLAYS

rAG

Way

Under

ftfow

Many Senate Committees Are

List Compiled May

Without

RHODE

ISLAND

Santa Fe Tie Pickling Plant, south of city
V. S. Government and Postofftce Building. 4th and Cold
Santa Fe Y. M. C A. and Heading Rooms. Central Avenue,
tween 1st and tracks

WILL

Railroads Appear Cautious When
Dealing With Interstate Com
merce Commission.

-

to

--

AS WE GltOW OI.1)

The Kidneys Need Constant Hell
Albuquerque People lfeiid on
Doau's Kidney Pills.
Tiie constant strain of busy life
Wears out the kidneys, and In laV.-years.
The kidneys cry for help.
Old backs will ache, day In, day out;
ills will add their weight of
r

woe.

Until the kidneys have the help they
need.
Aid the kidneys with Doan's Kidney
Pills.
e
a perfect filtering of tiie
blood.
kidneys when they're
Cure tiie sh-Co-tor-

sick.

Albuquerque, people endorse
this
great remedy.
T. A. Farnett, retired, living at 914
S mrh I'roadway, Albuquerque, N'. M ,
iys: "Kit vars I have been more
r less tr.'Ub'.ed
with kidney
th" ailment becoming mure
pronounced than ever about two years
I!i si.; s having pains in my
4
ii k and .1 general w eakness estend-- i
n; limn ii y hips down, my condition
w ,i
so th;;'. :tny little exertion would
t ie me so that I would
have to .it
t
and
There was also a
'inf'.'vqueM
:
of
action
the kidney so- rations, disturbing my re-- t as oft n
a night.
At times I
leu t :ni-no c,,i.!;-,.at all over the
id
.ii s. this i.eii.g so during the day
well a- - at night.
About a year
I
had the pood fortune to learn
..ii
:'
T' .ail's Kidney Fills and procured
I can jy
at the drug store.
ii: it no m-ine ever afforded ins
ie bei.etit derived from them.
They
spared nie a great deal of a:i-- .'
yance and Inconvenience and thy
:
t only
trenisth and tone to th
i
i. i: ii.viKoralK me generally
!
y a I dealers.
or !.
Price .",0
Hi-- .
i
illjurn Co.. Buff .'a.
s V.. sole agents for the L'nltei
com-I'laii'-

.t.

'

l
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;
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Iteuieiiiter the name

tke

no other.

Duan's

00.000. 00
be-

60,000.00

4!h and

aid
29

Marble, four houses.

7

40.000.00

30.000.00

rooms
23.000.00

Gradi Building, office and store building, 3rd and Copper, three
Mories and basement. GOxSD feet
Mann Building, office and stores. Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd. two stories and basement 50x142 feet; approximate
cost
North 3rd Street, two stories and
Garcia Building.
basement 100x100 feet
J. Loeb, residence, 2nd and New York Avenues, 10 rooms. .

Only

The vacancy In the rules chairman
ship trows out of the resignation from
the senate of Mr. Spooner, of Wis
consin. All of the other republican
members of that committee now hold
first class, chairmanships which they
would relinquish for Mr. Spooner s
place. The rules committee la In fact
made up of senate leaders.
It is
understood
that Senator Knox, of
Pennsylvania. Is slated for this chair
nianship. Senator Kittredjre, of South
Dakota, will no doubt succeed Senator Millard as chairman of the in- teroceanio canal committee.
No Senator For IUhmIc Island
The failure of the Khode Island
legislature to elect a senator will re
sult In a scramble for several of the
committee assignments now held by
Senator Wet more. Mr. Wetmore held
a place on the committee on appropriations, one of the most important
legislative committees. Senator Kean
of New Jersey, and Senator Hemen- way. of Indiana, are anxious to have
tile place. The latter is relatively a
new man In the upper branch of
congress and under ordinary clrcum
stance could not hope for favorable
consideration of his application. The
fact that he was chairman of the ap
propriat ions committee of the house
before his election to the senate and
that he has long been a student of
national finances makes him a for
against
even a
midable candidate
veteran like Mr. Kean.
Made
SMMii'rs
Senator Spooner's resignation also
made vacancies on the committees on
finance, judiciary and foreign rela
tions. The first named Is the tariff
committee of the senate. It Is be
lleved the assignment on this com
mlttee will go to a western man
Senator Jonathan Bourne, of Oregon
has aspirations In this direction, but
tt& fact that his term of service did
n(.
begin until this year no doubt
will put him out of the running.
It
is believed the place may go to Sen
ator Hopkins, of Illinois, who is some
what of a tariff student with a record
of long service on the ways and
means committee of the house. There
will be an abundance of candidates
for the vacancies on foreign relations
and Judiciary. The democrats will
also be ctil ed on to fill vacancies on
the judiciary and foreign relations
committee, arising out of the retire
ment of Senator Clark, of Montana
and Senator Blackburn, of Kentucky,
respectively.
The railroads of the country do
not appear to be in any hurry to
test the rate miking power confer
led upon i he interstate commerce
commission by the rate act passed
bv congress.
The commission has
rendered a number of decisions un
der tin- new law in which it has cor
le.-teor made rates. That this
question will ultimately reach
the
supreme court is certain, but not for
s..ine time to come, it is believe
here. The railroads, up to date, hav
shown a ready willingness to comply
with the law. and the belief Is ex
pressed here that the abuses whii h
have resulted in the passage of the
amendeil railroad rate act have bee
practically eliminated.
Uebate paying by the railroads to favored ship
pels is now done away with, and
discriminations against communities
or individu.i Is is passing also.
K.iiliiiuil-- . Would
Willi
.ovcrninciu.
Of late theie has been shown on
the part of the railroads a disposition
to
with the federal gov
eminent in stamping out practices
upon
by law.
frowned
For example
certain lailrnads In the south report
eii that a shipper had been guilty of
making false statements on billing of
goods and weights of goods. In the
Id days the carriers never reported
tich cases to the commission.
If
caught a shipper redhanded in the
act of making false weights it mere
lv levied on the offender and the in
The new law
cident was closed.
makes It a penitentiary offense for
shipper who offends in the matter o
billing goods offered for transportaOnly
tion in Interstate commerce.
:l day or so ago a shipper who was
haled into court for underw eighlng
Was lined ten thousand dollars.

i--

terrace.

each

Wellington. D. C,
two senate committee chiilrmanshlps
of importance will be available for
new men in the next congress, name
ly, the committee on interoPeanlc ca
nals, anii the committee on rules.
May 22.

W. Anson,

A.

A. W. Anson,

$150.00 0.00

Luna and Strickler Block, office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories and basement. 80x150 Teet
Gross, Kelly and Company, wholesale grocery. Central
Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two stories. 80x100 feet;
warehouse, one story. 4x400 feet; approximate cost

NOT BE REPRESENTED

,.

1907, by D. K. B. Sellers, Secretary University Heights Improvement Company

1,

10.000.00
10 000.00

10.000.00

D.

NEW

BO

10.000.00
10.000. 00
8.000.00
8.000.00

Temperature Went From 38 to 80 in

0.:-- i

Moun-

14th.

Folsom, 1'nioii county: J .j
We have it. id another

k-

T.i-ho- r.

d.s.igi'e-ill.l-

e

week Willi two snow st onus, one
on tiie
on the lvilh and tin oth-2! defell
The lelnpel'j'ui-nth.
g
grees on Hie inniiiii of the l'tli. the
dinM.iy
in
lowest experienced heir
ing the records. The toial precipitation wa- - 0.66 Huh
r

Fort B.iyard. irai.t
Surgeon. The weather

i.'jity.
e clear

iv

I'o-- t
dur-

ek, hut cloudy
during tiie 1. mer piirt.
The owe-- t
on the
temperature vahs 34 deg-14th; total precipitation, o.nl Inch.
count,;
J. K.
Fort St. niton. Lincoln

ing the first of the

h.t
Bergman. The
'.";!
partly cloudy, with coi tinti i tool
v
i!j;htTlieie were vei hign wi ,ls
(Jui in
tile afternoon aid nilit of
Sunday, the liUi
The liwc-- t temperature was U., degree on the morn- ing of the Kth; there was no precipi-XUtiun.
o.

4.000.00
4,000.06

17th.
Glen, Chaves county; Mary Cooley.

Clear weather has prevailed, with
cold nights during tiie middle of the
week, the lowest temperature
being
S3 degrees on the 15th.
There was
no rainfall.
Miguel
county;
Las Vegas. San
j ne w vainer nas
in. i urtis nauey
continued cool, with mueli less than
the normal sunshine.
There was a.'
light snow on the 14th. and the tern- peruture fell to H on the morning of,
the lath. The total precipitation was
o.U inch.
Lake Valley, Sierra county; Wni. P.
Keil. There were high w inds on tli
12th. followed by clear
and cool
weather during the first of the week,
but clouding up toward the close,
with light sprinkles In tins vicinity.
Logan, ijuay county; W. M. Moore.
The weather was changeable during the week, but ending with warm- er anil cloudy.
There w as only a
The lowest
trace of precipitation.
degrees on the.
35
was
temperature
i

3,600.00

Narrow

Ifx-ap-

3,500.00

j

3,000.00
2,300.00
1.800.00

t

temperature

was 37

CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

and
ii

iii

ii mfniiitii

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surrey and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Preston
llrmliton.

Machine Works

and

Proprietor

Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron
Front for Building.
Rmpmlrm on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnmry m pelalty
Albuquerque, N. X.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.

I

D

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

$

fnr they give; freedom to all the toes
One trial
and never tire the feet.
proves this.
This is our Stag Oxford, a pin metal button, single sole, military heel. A
model and ore aupioved by good dressers everywhere. Price, $4. Try a pair.

i

20

BARNETT,

O. Glomi. Vic

President.

O.

Bache-cai-

,

4crtrj:

TreMVfx.

Consolidated Liquor Company
BttoteSM or

to

A CAKIN, and 1ACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN

ME LIN I

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kaap wrylhlng In Hock to outfit tbo
most foitldlous bar oomploto

J.

B,
Hay been appointed xeluslv agent In th 8outhwi tor
Schlltx, Wm. Lamp and 8t Loiil A. B. C Brewerle;
Green Rlvsr, V. H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, Lul Huntar.T.J. Monarch, and other standard brand of whlaklt too numaroua to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa receded by at from th beet t Uerieo,
m
Distilleries and Brewerle In tm United Stat a. Call and lnia-ee-t
JaL
Btock and Price, or writ (or Illustrated Catalogue and Frl
limed to dealers only.

i

,

ek

;,-

1

8 AMPLE

West Railroad Avenue

1

I

A NO

1

CLUB ROOMB

39 in

return $40.25, April
26th to May 18lh. Limit July 3L
Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.76; sixty day, $72.90; season
limit, Dec. 15th, (87.45.
Denver and return, (23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, 120.75; Pueblo
and return, 118.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 81. 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, 157.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 15, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
5 th.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, 142.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.

EXCURSION
-T-

i

O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Daily
June 1st to Sept. 30th

via

Announcement
Phone No. 483

621 North First Street.

I A Nl O M

Having acquire! an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John StrumquUt will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Instal
lation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

ICE

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. W
are all going. Why not yju?

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

T.

COAL

--

p.-i'-ai

3

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'r.

Mexico City and

Com. Mellnl,

lakln. President

Finest Whiskies

ooooooooiioi6aoiiaii

It. Kcllli Shoo Co., Makers,
Muss. Sold by WILLIAM

CHAPLIN.

J. D.

Co.

Corner First and TJeras Road.

Oioooioo-oi!-iioiooa-

FOR MEN

Low Prices

'

-

Do you Intend buying k. .ehlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pas us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.

9

KEITH'S
KONQUEROR

y

uiiu-u.tii-

FREE AUTOMOBILE TO THE PROPERTY

m. HALL,

SHOES

on

There was no precipitaItociinl.i, San Mijju! county: J ihi
A.
Kudolph. Th- - last week his
tendency
ii more of
a spring
The weather ha-- !
than heretofore.
unusually cloudy, md
cold during tin middie of the week,
with liKht runs ami snow
The
degrees on
ilowe-- t temperature was
tin ir,ii. th, t tul precipit it. on w .i
J
r.i h.
W. H
It.'Sedaie. So.orfo coll'lt.,
M irtiii.
The wenther I. a- - Inn u.-- (
iisu iliy cold diir.ng th- - ,eek. Iu" wi'h
a
a ti.ne of precipi'utio..
only
light snow tliniy mi the l.Ith and a
oprmkie on the 17th. There was a
killi
of th
fi"i on theal e morning
'
, ailing I
31.
I't'l th ,
I,
1'. S
itll.tv
l l"e
s.l' t.1 Fe.
Wciihe" Bureau. The fit.--t of
was unusually cool, with frost
tern -! aturex on the l:;:li. 14tli and
15;il. the loAext being
on the 15th.
since then it has been getting grad- -

9, CROMWELL BLD6.
Opposite First National Bank.

OFFICE, ROOM

THESE ARE

liny shoes that fit your leet. Don't try to
it's a process
make your feet fit the shoes
which entails present and future suffering.
Foot comfort is assured by buying

Kincon. Dona Ana county; W. A.
was
generally
week
Foote. The
clear, but more cloudy toward the
rl.e-e- .
nights
continue cool; til.
The
lowe--

University Heights Imp. Go.

1.900.00

leys.

the 16tti.
tion.

Remember We Will Only Sell 50
Lots at These Prices.

3,000.00

NF0RMS TD THE 00000400000000
Albuquerque Foundry
FOOT SHAPE
R.

W
TV

15th.

Lordsburg. Grant county; J. II. Mc-- j
generally
Clure. The week was
clear, w ith no rainfall.
The nights
cool,
unseasonably
continue
the low est temperature being lil degrees on
the 16th.
Manuelito. McKlnley county; W. A.
S.
Tarr. There was about three
inches of snow on the 13th, with aj
hard freeze on the 14th, but the lat-- i '
ter part of the week has been mu.'h
wanner.
Monument. Kddy county; J. M.
Cook. The weather has been clear,
during the past week, with continued
cool nights.
The lowest temperature
was 4 1 degrees on the 14th.
Mountainair. Torrance county; Mrs.)
J. W. Corbett. The weather
was!
cloudy for the first of the week, w ith
light snow flurries on the 14th. The
growth of vegetation Is slow, owing to
the cool nights, but the soil is In tine
condition.
The lowest temperature
was 3'l on the 14th.
Vara Vlst, Quay county; Willard
Belknap. Excepting on the 14th the
weather has been warm, with light
t)n
showers on the 14th and lT.th.
the 14th the temperature fell to 35
degrees. The weather continues exceptionally cloudy for this section.
0.05
Was
The total precipltatalou
inch.
Bede Itlver. Taos county; Ft. W.
Penn. The Weather was cold and
stormy during the first of the week,
with about four and a half inches of
snow on the 12th. 13th and 14th. and
tiie temperature fulling to 2u on the
13th.
Since then It has been clear
on
and warmer.
The snow
the
ground remains very deep at high
valaltitudes, but there is none in the

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

3,500.00

The Board of County Commissioners of McKlnley county, New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and Jail building, to be erected
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Iilds to be
submitted separately for court house
and jail.
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
o'clock p. m., Monday, June 3rd,
1907, at the office of the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. L.
Albuquerque, N. M., or at the clerk's
office In Gallup.
The board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
F. W. METERS.
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners, Gallup, New Mexico.

j

'

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

4,000.00

NOTICE TO CONT11ACTOHS.

j

j

The verv best investment in the city

4.000.00

$555,100.00

Inch.

A

HEIGHTS

5,000.00

Arnica Salve and that cured the
Fort WingHte, McKlnley county;
Post Surgeon. There was a light dangerous wound."-- . 25c at all druK
gists.
o
rain during the night of the 13th, but
o
To Chicken irteuiera.
since then it has been generally clear.
"ng good
The nights continue cool, with the
are
Mills
Mausard's
BUFFALO PUNCH AT VAXX'S
Imvest temperature of the week, 2!) NEW FOUNTAIN.
wheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.
degrees occurring on the 15th.
The
total precipitation was 0.10 inch.
Gage, I .una county; K. J. Tllley.
The weather was clear the first of the
week, and cloudy during the latter
part, but there has been no rain. The
highest temperature was 8S on the
16th; the loutsl, 3 7, on the 15th and

r

llos-worl- h.

Total

G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk,
Mo., had a narrow escape four yean
ago when he ran a Jlmson bar Into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate It but I would
not consent. I bought a box of liufk-lln- s

tains Still Covered With Snow.

6.000.00

.,
rooms
Improvement on Uosenwald Block, corner Third street and Cen- tral Avenue
S. N. Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
L. H. Ingley, residence. 913 North 2nd Street, 5 rooms
X. Framton, residence, North High Street, 5 rooms
John T. Snow bridge, residence, Forrester Place, t rooms

ually warmer, but the week as a
whole averages about 7 degrees dally
below the normal. There were good
showers during the first part of the
week, and again toward he close,
and the weather continues unusually
windy for the season. The unseasonably warm weather during March has
now been balanced by the unseasonably cool weather of the last few
weeks, so that the season as a whole,
since March 1, Is Just normal as far
as temperature Is concerned, but
there tins been an excess of precipitawas
tor The total precipitation

TINUES UNSEASONABLY COLD

Santa Fe, N. M., May 22. Weather
bulletin for the week ending May 20:
The weather continued unseasonably cold during the first half of the
week, with high winds, rain and snow-ovethe northern counties, accompanied with occasional hail and sleet.
The temperature fell considerably below the freezing point on the morning
of Wednesday, the 15th, over northern sections.
It grew gradually
warmer toward the end of the week,
and at the close the temperature was
very near the normal for this season
of the year. No appreciable rain fell
over the southern and southeastern
counties during the week, and the
lack of moisture is beginning to be
The week as a
felt in that section.
whole had less than the normal
amount of sunshine for the season,
than usual.
and was more windy
There still remains much snow In the
rapid melt
mountains,
and
northern
ing is prevented uy the continued cold
weather. The inlluence of the warm
days toward the end of the week,
however, is already noticeable In tho
increased volume of water In the
streams, but as yet there are no reports of Hood conditions.
The following notes selected from
the reports received this week show
the conditions more in detail:
county;
Ilernallllo
Albuquerque,
Pitt Itoss. The present Week opened
of
warm, with a light fall
sleet and
rain on the 13th, followed by cooler
weather, which wanned up gradually
Partly cloudy
toward the close.
weather has prevailed throughout,
on the 18th
vicinity
In
the
with rains
The lowest temperature
and lth.
was 38 on the 14th. Total precipitation. 0.04.
Alto, Lincoln county: J. W. Stephenson. The weather continues cool,
dry and windy. There was a trace
of sleet on the 13th.
Hell Kanch, Sail Miguel county; C.
M. O'lJonel.
There was only a trace
of precipitation during the week. The
lowest temperature was 26 degrees on
the morning of the 14th.
Cambray, Luna county; F. S. Case.
The past week Was dry and windy,
with more than the normal sunshine.
The lowest temperature was 50 oa
the 17th.
Casa Salazar. Sandoval county; I.
Mora.
The first part of the week
was very cold, but it has been grow
lug warmer and more pleasant There
was no precipitation.
Carlsbad. Kddy county; Ua.vinonl
UePue. Clear weather has prevailed
during the past week, with a maximum temperature of !3 on the 11th.
and a minimum of 40 on the 1 4 til.
Jack
Cloudcroft. Otero county;
Holllster. The weather has been cold
and hazy. Hitjh winds on the 12th
did some damage. The lowest temperature was la degrees on the ljth.
lJeiuing. Luna county; C. It.
The weather for the week
was cool, clear and windy, with only
The wind
a trace of precipitation.
storm of the lliih was very severe.
The highest temperature was 85 on
the ISth; the lowest, 36, on the lolh.
Dulcv. Itio Arriba county; F. K.
James. The weather wa cloudy during the first of the week, and it his
continued cold, tne temperature falling to JS degrees on the 15th.
There
was no precipitation.
F.I Paso. Texas; I'. S. Weather Buh.m
lenerally clear weutii-- r
reau.
prevailed during the past week, ttitn
Th
only a Iraie of precipitation.
highest teni pei at ure w is s degrees
on tiie ll'iii; the lowest, 46. on the

5, 000.00

7.500.00

WEATHER CON

Bernalillo County-North- ern

Farr and Company, modern slaughter house, south of city
O. Bachechl, residence, North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquette. 9 rooms
M. O. Chadbourne, residence, 6 rooms
P. G. Sanchez, residence, North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W. Fee, residence, 614 West Coal Avenue

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses. 5 rooms each....,
Name withheld by request, residence, western part of tow n, seven

311-13--

Weinman, residence. Copper Avenue, between 7th and 8th
Streets
W. H. Whitney, residence, 302 South Walter Street
Congregational Mission, south of city
W. H. Booth, residence. 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for IS". M. X. U. Money for Armory has been appro
priated, the city to furnish site

6.000.00

Michael, two stories, South Second Street, between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues

IS. 000. 00

UNIVERSITY

flats. Marble Avenue, 6 room flats
Store building. Central Avenue, two stories; name and location
withheld

Soiitliwecrn Hrewery

&

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent

Prices

Ice Company.

BRUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Genuine American block, per
$ 5J
too
Lump
CerrUIo
!.&
$8.60
Anthracite Nut
1.IH
Anthracite ml ted
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

Waste Land
Wanted
AaurcM, Hex

til,

tracts, tjus
perfect.
Zsklat, With. U. S. A

Urs
must b
Ne.

sixes

Clean Cas Coke

WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load.

f 9.B

04
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Aiirl now rprtnrls nrp In the effort WHEN RANKIN CALLED
(hut the Rio Oranrip has gone anil got
(By Ered L. Botilt.)
full AKiiln.
Sheehan broke the not. and the bo v.
D
at his left, caught another Jack
TIip latest thlnn In soft drinks nt his pair.
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
The commercial traveler
Albuquerque mitta fountain
is the glanced ot his cards, after the draw,
and
you
chucked
lenmnailp.
them Into the dlscaro.
tried
Have
Roosevelt
Ten years ago," he remarked,
one?
casually, "I filled a straight in the
O
middle.
I've ben trying to do .t
over again ever since."
A Itnmli From Kill Filler.
hpat
I breathe." said Sheehan. skin
Mnnv a irrpfit miiMlclfin ran'-big drum In h' town band, an' do ning down his cards and yawning.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN Ith' right.
W. S. STRICKLER
Already the hoy had lost more than
he could afford. The three jacks
MANAGING EDITOR
a
PRESIDENT
looked good. He tossed a blue chip
"Our Mineral Wealth" Is file name and hoped no one saw his hand
of the Kingston, Arlss., paper. From shake.
I
Katikln double-cracke- d
the appearance of the paper. It has
the boy
Itankin.
not made any lucky strikes recently. and Sheehan double-cracke- d
i)r.r.iiTii.xT.
job
KQViri'En
nxELY
Then It was up to the boy. He still
nad raun In his three Jacks, it cost
A Xew Mexico visitor rasuallv re
KIST ADVERTISING MEDITM IX THE SOVTIIW 1ST.
him two blues to stay. He hoped
may have Itankin would Call, too. But Bankln
spring
late
the
marked
that
kilW-f- l
LEAPING nErrilLICAN TArER IX NEW MEXICO.
nil thp fruit In this territory. didn't call.
raised
He saw and
hurt the annual mosquito again.
I but It didn't
BOOSTING AUU QVEKQCE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
Again the betting went round the
crop.
table, the two older men raising each
REFCBL1 CAN rKlXCiri.ES AXD THE "SQUARE PEAL."
other, the boy, caught between them.
If Is to bp hoped the girls In the staying, hanging on.
local cchange won't Imitate "The
ASSOCIATED TUESS REPORT AXD AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
Mime would have called it a see
Telephone Oirls" at the Casino this saw.
A see-saIsn't according to
particularly In answering tele- Hoyle. With a
week
In operation,
phone calls.
the victim may have by far the best
a
at
hand and never have a look-i- n
tho pot.
A SI IT CASE.
trav
This, said the commercial
eler excitedly, "Is what I call action.
And me with a straight with a hole
RuCe
in the middle."
( These CuOTmeS)
The boy was not a pretty sight.
V
YlR HO0R"
that
There is a human fide In Ireland's ceaseless cry for home trule
His past poker experience had been
,,i.ai,luraUn ,.t i.i.IIHki or PI I llli len PV OT 1 It I' ' ll f II .
..II
In amateur company. He had thought
re only a question of political economy, there is no sounder
himself a player.
If it
In
the
rests
government
But now he could not control or
right
of
the
than
volumes
that
its
dictum . in all
.w
M.t .....p.iienrv.
,
i
hide the shaking of the hand that
it seems strange
i
n
li.
11 i.
lUIIWIK UI lilt ((uvri nrw.i i.
rir
met Sheehan's raise. He sat sunk in
perpetuate In Erin an atmosphere of
England
should be willing to
to uh that
his chair. He gnawed his nether lip
,
.
,1 '.1,Btira
... , ,
I
tf it- tl'Pre A.i.ln
...j..-...- ..
in
oisconieni ana an. uiuiying
wiw
to
nniwn
control the quivering of his mouth.
,
..
lahp- WHS Pll. .
ft, icloa until
quemion oi preceuem, jremim ruieu liin iif i"i .
Beads of sweat were on his forehead.
of
her
shamefully
robbed
so
which
1800,
of
by
His lips were drawn back over his
slaved
that act of union
clga-re- t
teeth, and a dead,
tier parliament.. v
US SO POWCrfUlly.
v....
fell from his mouth, unheeded.
i.. lllf IJUiirij iMiiiiau r t.1a
.... ......... nTinvala to
11
IN
DUI i.
game
beyond
him and he
was
The
for home rule with all
has fought
Ireland
of union,
Firtce
that act
knew it. If only one of those quiet,
... ., nn
... . i. .- incmc.
. .
... v, u . ... . ,t nation pun under.
....
-- " . .......
ine lniensi-i- wnicn cuuy intwould
men
call!
indifferent
tand. Ruled by aliens. she has seen her sons thrust down, her ambitions
His covetous eyes, desperate and
noerty lsnurcu.
cry lor individual
despairing now, were on the pot. He
thwarted,
, her
.......
,..
,.
;
1 li n foiontoa
i
fur Canada ana furdid not see Itankin. who was watchcne
buc u1 nu.if.cnuornmfint
. . .xias teu (inuiaiiiriiiB
...
i
ing him. Neither did the expression,i,A
which- were denied
.. .
mr v.hbi"
finer Auwirami hwhiupu
,
.
less Sheehan, who. as usual, was skinand
muitcu " " Bi.iw1 th,lr hnrnn.
'
to ner. Her sons nave iuukiil iiui ..i.,t.n.i
down his hand.
Stranger: "So you grew up in I.an ning
plotted, too, and died, as men of fiber will, for liberty. Her roll of patriots
"Call," said Hankin, quietly, and
touched the throb- caster county. Pa., did you? Were tossed
Is unsurpassed. Her poets, inspired by her wrongs, haveuneducated,
a single chip.
o
without your roiks
7"
Her peasants, over-taxebing heart
of the world.
His eyes met Sheehan's coolly.
,
.
Other Stranger: "Indeed thev were Sheehan's
..!.,
.... prPPIl flpld.S find hillS.
.m.ttl.n urns l.ft
which he had kept
.v.. Vl.lf
irtirfiiiniwii,
OpptlrlUniiy, VtllllUUl
wny, fathers dwelling house was al so securely eyes,masked,
a nation, most
returned li.e
There is no more pathetic spectacle In history than this of own
as
large
as
half
his
barn.
red
look,
land
and Bankln, seeing in them
as their
her people fled to alien land, there to lifttheythemselves,
balked and
eovetousness
and
free,
could be men and
would not suffer them, to a height where
anger
smiled. With an
KoiiUincntal Economy.
to wage an unceasing war against the despotism that
there continuing
Inarticulate snarl Sheehan threw his
wl
t
.V...1- - 0,. linn-nn t Via Oliplont
A certain young widow who has cards, face up, on the table.
just
the
of
chunged
her weeds for brighter
"Well?" he said.
We are too far away to understand the preciw limitations
i
a o
nnt tnn fur nwnv to Kee.that it falls far hues gave a dinner party not long
.tu.
He had broken the pot with two
ago.
rooms
he
1
were
with
decorated
of
the
aces.
England's
retention
For a long minute the boy
short of restoring to Ireland her liberty. In
a great profusion
Hoses looked at them In wonderment. Then
constabulary and in the overwhelming veto power given the lord lieuten- In masses were on oftheflowers.
mantels, and he began to understand: his underant, it is easy to see that barely half a loaf, if so much, has been given the dinner table fairly blossomed. In standing
was complete when Bankln
fact, the abundance of flowers was threw his hand, unseen, into the disto the Irish people.
unusual. One of the guests could re card.
strain her curiosity no longer and
"Three Jacks," he said. Inwardly
when the dessert was brought In said: cursing the ouaver in his voice.
tJowm
ITlan in
7ifQ
Thnn h ihriiHl two shakinir cl.iw- 'Well, Mrs. Blank, you're rather
Ing hands into the pile of chips and
good spreading on the llowers tonight."
to
such
used
be
could
Sentinel
Arizona
the
following
from
to him.
The
Yes," replied
the fair widow dragged them
Alhuoueraue. that it Is a pleasure to reprint it: "For brightly, "but tomorrow
"Come on, kid; let's cash In," said
going
am
I
always
you
will
man In it is the one
to take them out to the cemetery and Itankin.
the general good of any town the best "band
wagon." He is the first one to put them on poor Tom's grave."
Once outside the poker room, the
eee on the front seat In the progressive
boy heard words which did his soul
to
him
A regular "13
shiver went around good,
.rtr,,i nr nnen and warm hand to greet the stranger and welcome town
The seethough they hurt.
as the table.
He will resent an insult to his
town In the territory."
.h. h.t
saw was explained.
a
He very politely
i
- ho wnnirt b slur at a member of his family.
matler-of-factlBankln,
snid
"You are,"
York; J. L. Lyndon, San Bernardino,
He is ever ready to give his
to "movA on."
.i
damn little fool."
"a
Country
Great
for
Health.
t'al.; J. G. Tavarers, Santa Fe: A. B.
up
town
home
at
his
boy.
He talks
It,"
sobbed
the
'I
know
Just proportion to every public enterprise. upon
He looked like a tourist, as he
Rossman, New Y'ork; B. O. ilbach.
God's green earth In which stepped
"The money wasn't yours to lose." Denver:
,Kroo
and hpliovpa It the best Dlace
A. F. Haskin. Zanesville, O.;
the train and paced
"It It was the firm's." you
Let us all be like this slowly upfrom
liu. nn i.air to he buried here when he dies.
depot
plat
Bert O.
J.
J. Hickey, New Y'ork;
down
and
the
d
lost
And,
was.
after
"Sure
It
improve
form.
man for one year and our little city will take on new life and
Kansas City; E. C. Clem '
your own little wad, you thonirht Mossman.
:
o. C. Riches. Portland.
"Great country great country," he you'd win It back with tile firm s ent.
never before in its history."
York'
New
Ore.; L. Thankhauser,
muttered slowly to himself.
Then big wad."
he
S. Fender. New York
stopped
Albuquer
Harvey
In
City;
an
front of
"But," said the boy, "you called.
Tno nttemntu of speculators, deeply interested, to get uj a crop scare que man and remarked:
C.
H.
Fe;
J.
city;
G.
Santa
(In
Crandall.
Why
you
that for?
What'd
v.
conditions of April, have fallen flat,
ro.it r.t imnrnriltloiiB weather of
'Great country, Isn't It?"
why." he cried, as more and more Raidthar, Santa Fe; L. M. Deal,
the country refused to be alarmed
Win-fielThe farmers
as, indeed, they should.
'Sure thing," answered the Albu understanding came to him. "you Wichita. Kan.; Joseph Trent,
k ihu. Wall trppt nharks and went ahead sowing and cultivating as though querque man.
Kan.; Robert Kelly, Denver,
Greatest country I could have won. Don't you see? You
although
prices
flat,
fell
scare
the
one.
a
ever
As
result
,rir
normal
a
seen."
Col.
won!"
have
could
ih.
The time was when
"Lots of people come here for their
"Yes, klddo. I see," said Bankir.
riiri om fnncv stunts on the tickers for a few days.
shouting "crop failure' health, too. don't they?" said the smiling. "Here's your car. Go home.
Savoy.
rw cnpfiiiatora could create a nanic by simplyrealizes
Miss Gertrude Schauer. Gallup, N.
conditions in their tourist. "Great country for health, I And mind what I told you. stick to
farmer
but that day Is passed. The American
your
game."
penny
;
ante.
judge?"
D.
Knight,
M.
.Mrs.
Tucson, Ariz.; W.
That's
cue.
should
the
true light and refuses to get panicky every time Wall streetwillgives
When the boy was gone. Itankin C.
Franks,
"Great country for health! Health!
Silver City; Harper
be no panic.
Whom mav be somewhat short and so may fruit, but there
rummy.
Banklis,
"You're a
Well I should say so," was the mused:
Sproner, Raton; Stuart T. Renick,
Wall street to the contrary not withstanding.
answer from
the Albuquerquean. a rummy but you ain't so rotten. Austin, Tex.; J. A. L'phuff, Winslo.v,
saw such a country for health Never could take money from babies Ariz.
"Never
Say, do you see or dead men." He laughed content-in
MilUhnro neonle do not believe In race suicide if the following, from In my life before.
edly. He hadn't been so happy
births In that that big dog over there?"
Good men, with clean
the Sierra County Advocate, can be taken as a fair sample ofparents
and entered WANTED
a
make
The tourist nodded at the Albu years. He turned theback
records, as agents for the Colorado
locality: "The last legislature passed a law requiring ti.at
room.
gambling
saloon
under
the
querque
report
record
man pointed out the big
for
National Life Assurance Company.
TPimrt of all births from January 1st, 1907, also that thev
The bartender called to him: "Oh.
Dr. F. I. mastiff owned by John Clark, which Bank,
Liberal contracts and good territheir married life.
looking for you.
it.. miniWr r.f children horn to them during
Sheehan's
was
Idly
standing
on
Is
Alvarado
the
tory in New Mexico and Arizona
which
precinct,
sore."
He's
Given has handed in the following birth report for ths Eutlr-.open.
Prewltt & Prewitt, ManaBarrerras, lawn.
"So?" said Hankin. "When? Is
aa follows: Mrs. Candelario Harreras. fifth child; Mrs.
"Well,' 'continued the Albuquerque he?"
gers, Commercial Club building.
fifth child; Mrs. Ramon Lara, sixth child; Mrs. Robinson Chavez, eleventh
man,
years
ago
"Just three short
that
The bartender Jerked his thumb tohiiiMro fhnvps tenth child: Mrs. Luz Madrid, seventh child: Mrs. dog was
Subscribe for The Citizen anil
a little dried up fox terrier.
the back room.
with a cough, one broken leg and the ward
Uonaciana Fadilla. eleventh child; Mrs. Severo Gallegos, eleventh child.'
the icve.
"Looking
fh?"
for
ine.
mange. Now look at him! Health!
He squared his shoulders, and with
"
of the United Well I should
through
AlmoM every periodical published within the borders
quick strides disappeared
to
Hut
Information
Impart
to
to
disappeared
had
the
tourist
the green baize doors.
States contains advertisements of firm which offer
safety
if
the
of
great
merit
his
car.
Pullman
may
deal
a
be
There
young men as to "how to succeed."
G.
.v.,.
0
nn.i in th method.t used to give adeouate return to
JIOTKIi ARRIVALS.
success
from those who advertise,
thnu, oh., r.nv to learn the secrets of
ROSCOE. THE ROOSTER.
SI urges.
who have no monev to invest to learn these secrets, however, have
Central Avenue Optician
Thu
W. K. licive, Denver; O. S.
,n to Elve uo hope.
r,o
Here is a bit of advice- that will go as far as
K. G. Sharpe.
Chicago;
lister,
be
successful.
to
way
is
to
succeed
only
any that was ever paid for: The
goo; E. I. Dayton and wife,
114 Central Avenue
Springs. Colo.; William W. Hasgey,
N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
time,"
proper
LImay,
the
Bryan
"at
Helen: A. i Moore. Denver; Dan
ThP announcement that William J.
llott. Im Yeg.is; K. K. Mead. Pueblo;
refuse to accept the democratic nomination for president, and pass the honor
J. H. Manby. Trinidad; Fred Kleck,
on to hUp Smith of Georgia probably depends upon circumstances connected
air.
Denver; C. W. Trimble, Fort Collins,
the nomination of Taft, for
.tw.u
.ih rti.iihiii.mi nollticH. No doubt proper
Colo.; M. J. Minot. Las Vegas; Robert
But If the re
time."
would hasten the arrival of "the
inidnr.
Illume,
Colo.;
Denver,
Daniel
King.
publican's bhould name someone like Foraker, Mr. Bryan might conclude
San Francisco, t'al.; Kd. Bradford.
a
. . !.iv ...,.,,1.1
to
v. u . i i. . .......itu,
'
' - nnm mv- candidate nearer Atlanta. Oa., than
Colo.
Denver,
iiim
resident of Lincoln, Neb., as the democratic standard bearer.
Alvanolo.
who has Just taken
tv, Tv,,twll
terms Bv. E. McQueen-GraA. L. Rosier. Atlanta. Ga.: F. M.
years
I'nited
in
the
resilience
Ohio; o:;o Ha.wi.j
fourteen
.ificr
0iroii.uii,.n
Hamilton.
Burdin.
i.ut.frs.
i.u -Fanner.:
New Orleans, l,a.; C. W.
No one has ever heard the reverend gentle- A Desirable Citizen."
w9t.
Santa Rosa. Cal.; J. A. lienlng. New
mu.,
to as an "undesirable citizen" and the Record s remark appears
1. G.
Angeles;
York: T. W. Neely. Los
to be sonnwhat of a reflection.
Tavarn, San Francisco; R W. June-- .
Greensburg. I'a.: A.- F. Witel. GalGOl&J
m,.r imkitiillv remarks that "all of the Rough Riders not In
lup; Kd Kaufmann. St. Louis; Cli.f.
TO
president."
by
The
to
IRU,4NT
BACK
office
the
appointed
Klin-villbeen
Atchison, Denver; F. L. Rose.
Jail or the penitentiary have
(the
Tenn.; H. L. Kai'tieM. Spokane;
THE BARNYAREL
slmidv mad because a Bough Rider got the Job that he been
Ohio man is.......
Rough
ttvp
have
.
Riders
the
ner
of
cent
W. R. Park. New York; J H.
.....
.
.......
.v c.a
V'UIU ji.au
(To be continued.)
Kansas City; A. 11. Junes. Ne.v
given office.
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Notice the Carpet on the Elks'
Lodge Rooms?
SI 00,00
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Carpet
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Means $100.00 Earned
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Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
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Harry Orchard says he expects no immunity, and h ? Is even said to have
warned the governor of Idaho lest he seem to commit himself to a sugges- orchard evidently feels that it Is healthiest for him
Ion of immunity.
where he ,s now.
Because Com y was a divorced man, the pastor who married him to
v;.l,ei! c. liei.n has returned the wedding fee and apologized to the church.
This is some ahead of the legal profession, in which fees for procuring the
divor t s aie i evtr returned.
Actii.g Governor Raynolds has issued the annual proclamation for
Day, May 2.
This city should observe the day in a patriotic manner und Die Ameriiaii Hag should be a prominent feature of the occasion
upon ai! business houses.
Dee-orati-

Mme than T.ei'O loads of trash were tailed out of Kahr is ity r
In the annual spiiiig (lean up.
This would Indicate that on alley
block had i n n at least partly swept.
,1'km f, now turned fiiltch, says he will expose "only those who
entered willmtly Into corruption."
That he sets up as an arbiter of purity
hows he Mil! has ome tall left.
-

Visiting Jap tailors chose to visit Grant's Tomb instead of thi Bowery,
Thli conduct, cl;tc though it lie, may serve to rate them among . ther sea- faring jat k taiii mollycoddles.
H.iving settled the gigantic question of mller skating, the Las Vc(sas
Optic is now it ply interested in figuring out how long it Aould t ke to make
a trip to M..i s.
The deii.ne:
if Oklahoma.

are making a desperate fight for control of the new state
Ley reckoned, liowewr, without the "big stick."

IT'S

GOOD TiRRE

M

TO BUY M.

PiMfO

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all uied and rented Piano open MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descrip-tiv- e
bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
PIANO-BUY-1N-

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

G

FORTY

PIANOS

Kchrnitit,

f San Francis u, and Haywood, of Idaho, both haw one thing
tr.ey claim to be victims of a huge conspiracy.

The Thaw dtfen.se has a new
found, pc i Lai is, witn a copyright on

counel-in-chle1

f

;

someone having been

new brand of dementia.

This, of course, entitles him the
Fuirbai.kK wan born In Ohio.
lege of at lefctt i mining for president.

Among other .troubles,

Fai iiiington has a woman's club.

LEARNARD
privl- -

206 Wett

...

& LINDEMANN,
Golu

Avenue

The Square

Music Dealers

JPhone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
98.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
98.60
PER TON

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John

S.

602 SOUTH

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC-ORDWe will be Glad to show YOU our stock

S.

in coiuri.t:)

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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r
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i
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bOH SALS BY 8. VANN A BON.

COPYRIGHT

of Tonw m:i:
thklilt:niii.nuKN
MKN AMI WOMEN OF

TOMORROW.
Po not Injure their physical and
mental well being with in Jiiestib:e
Kememlier, they fruw Let
tuead.
when fed best. Select a quality ut
bread that you know is made right I:,
every way. Under aanltary cnnd
Hons, of good tlour, properly nilsei;
and baked, so as to be wholesome ani
nutritiouH, llallinKs' bread on trla.
will be found to fulfill every requ:.e-ment

Established

J

900

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
TORE.

PIONEER BAKERY
807 Soatb

First Strwi.

VF,IKSHV. MV St.

'ALBUQUERQUE "EYEOm

1007.

WHAT COLLINS FINDS IN OLD SOLDIERS
THE

PREPAR-

-

LIVING PICTURE

WAS

GARBAGE

SOCIAL FUEL COMPANY OFFICES WEDDING

GREAT

A

E FROM

DAY

CANS
The Poor Are More Extravagant Than the Rich. But
. Both Are Bad.

CITIZEN.

TO

EL

PASO

PLANNED

FOR

JUNE TOOK PLACE

DAWSON

r

.'-

-

.'-

Make Your
Hot Porch

if
4..;

f

fcri:

riA

LnSTJIGHI

Cool

Program Will be Decided Up Poses Were Graceful and A- New iMexIco Coal Company Is J. Rorier White and Atiss Ruth
ttractive, and the Comic
Growing-Pa- ss
on Tomorrow-Grav- es
City Loses
Reed the Happy Bride
Ones Laugh Provokers.
Will be Decorated.
Bunch of People.
and Groom.

in
A program for the
manner
"The Royal Art Gallery," the enEl Paso, Texas, May 22. The gen
"The thing people throw nwny,"
The wedding last night of Miss
said Collins, the driver of the city which Albuquerque will observe Me tertainment and social given bv the eral outer of tne lawon Fuel com Edith- L. Reed and J. Roger White
scavenger waftnn, "gits me or, I morial day, which falls on Thursday ladles' Aid society of the Presbyter-Ia- n pany having been moved from E! was a complete surprise to the many
church last night. In the church Paso to Dawson, X. M., the office friend of the young couple.
might say I gits them.
There Is a week from tomorrow, will probably parlors,
The en.
was a splendid success. A force left Monday evening for the lat gagement of Mr.
The
enough grub thrown away every day be decided upon tomorrow.
White and Miss
large
number of teople, young and ter place.
(J
on
arrangements from
to feed all the hoboes In town.
It committee
was
Reed
no
ansecret,
It
as
was
old, nttended and enjoyed a most
This takes quite a hunch of people nounced last winter, but It was the
would be good enough for anybody to K. Warren post No. 5, 5. A. K., com
evening.
away from El Paso, there being four opinion
eat if It wasn't mixed up with potato posed of department Commender W. pleasant
of friends that the wedding
After some Impatient hand clap- married men In the office force. Those would
peelings, ashes and tin cans.
Talk W. McDonald, J. (. Caldwell and H
not take nlace until June.
by the audience the display of who left are Mr. and Mrs.
G.
about extravagance; I almost believe H. Steward, will meet tomorrow for ping
M.
Hon
The
bride
and groom decided to have
living pictures was begun. A stage son. Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Albuquerque Is the most wasteful city the purpose of deciding the manner with
Mr the nuptials performed sooner and
two large frames overhung by and Mrs. D. L. Williams, Rush,
That curtains
In the world. It ain't the rich people and extent of the exercises.
Mr. and thus spoil any plans that their friends
been constructed for the
exercises will not he extensive, occasion. had
that throws the most awny It's the these
had arranged for the occasion.
A lady at the piano struck Mrs. T. M. Hause, and Messrs. O. M
poor people. They Is bad managers, however, is very probable.
B.
S.
The up appropriate
Golebaum,
U
Lambkin,
C.
The ceremony was performed at 10
music and the pic-- 1 Smith, P. C. Cook ami F.
or something, and don't know the se- graves of the departed comrades will tares were displayed
Searles.
o'clock last evening at the parsonage
the!
one
after
be
decorated
flower
me
Is
with
a
croMr. Hanson
and
cret of making hash and chicken
auditor of the com of the Presbyterian church. Rev. J.
In rapid succession. A strong
quets out of yesterday's corned beef morial address may be delivered a otner
light was thrown upon each subject pany, Mr. Rush Is chief clerk to the H. Heald. who is In charge of the
one of the local churches. The Wo an
auditor,
Mr.
is cashier and church during the absence from the
Golebaum
and the things left over.
me curtain was pulled aside and
"Most people the working people, man's Kelief corps and the Ladles of at each exposure the spectators ap the other men of the party are office city of Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, officU.
A.
It. will take a prominent plauded with delight. All the pic clerks.
'specially don't save the scraps. the
The trip was made In tho iated. The only attendants were Mrs.
They only think of one meal at a part In the exercises.
tures were admirably
Reed and Miss M. Reed, the mother
posed. The handsome Pullman car, "Aransas,
time and dump all the leavings In the
only objection to them was that the attached to E. P. & S. W. train No and sister of the bride.
view was too fleeting and responses 30.
ash can. 1 wonder why they don't
The bride was married In her trav
have a course In the public schools to DEC0RATI0NDAY
The Dawson company has Just com- ellng suit of brown silk, with hat to
io encores too infrequent.
The cos
p
maxe-upleted
up
a large and handsome office match. Immediately after the cere
teach the girls growing
to be good
turning ana
tn all
cases
were excellent. A great deal of building at Dawson and it has already ninny the bridal couple
housekeepers. I tell you, times mut
left on their
thought and labor must have been oeen nttea up for tne company s gen wedding trip, during which
pretty prosperous, or people
be
they
PROCLAMATION expended to provide this unique en- eral offices, so that the force will step win visit i.nicag. Toledo andtime
couldn't afford to be so careless.
Dayton,
tertainment, which lasted not much right Into the new quarters.
"It's the same way with throwing- Ohio.
At
Toledo
they
will
be
the
more than a half hour.
away clothes.
An opera house has also been built guests of the bride'
The good clothes
sister. Mrs.
Resides,
pictures
beauthe
purely
dumped out every day Is scandalous.
at
new
governor
Dawson
and
the
In
Acting
arrivals
Prentls, and at Dayton they will vis
Kaynolds yester
the fairy pictures, the classic
With a little mending lots of them day
city will not be completely out of it me groom s father, Roger White
the following official Me tiful,
poses and the mweet girl subjects, the
garments would be good to wear for morialissued
some
of amusement.
form
Dawson
day proclamation:
.Mr.
there were others of a comic kind Is growing quite rapidly ami every awayand Mrs. White expect to be
a long time. I guess there's a lot of
Executive Office, Santa Fe
a month and on their re
which
caused spontaneous bursts of new improvement is said to be on turn toabout
mothers In this city what never cut
The season Is now approaching for mirtn rrom
Albuquerque will reside at the
all quarters.
The most metropolitan lines.
down the old man's breeches to make a solemn observance of that day realistic
notne of the brides mother, Mrs
picture of all perhaps was
Johnny a pair of pants.
Whether which custom has so appropriately
The many El Paso friends of the Mary Reed, 210 South Walter street
cream or vv neat, wnieh represent- members
it's Just shiftlessness or plain ignor- dedicated
of
office
the
force
their
and
to
commemorating
The bride and groom are
the
in the most realistic manner the
ance, I don't know, but It certainly Is deeds and honoring the memorv of ed
families will miss them verv much well and favorably known in the both
negro waiter depicted upon tne packcltv
a shame the way good clothes goes those heroes who sacrificed their age
wish
but
success
them
and pleasant and no doubt on their return their
of that cereal. "Quaker Oats,"
to waste on the dump.
new home.
in
times
their
lives by land and sea in order that Kuotroam."
friends will greet them In a roval
Chocolate,"
"Rakers
"Of course, after a thing la our country might be preserved. The "The Riide," "The
manner.
The bride Is a charming
Groom" and many
throwed away no one, hardly, likes to survivors, too, of our nation's wars,
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SXlilllKII
accomplished young ladv and
and
others
great
excited
The
pick It up, 'cause they's afraid of as well as those whose lives are now neauty displays left merriment.
WOMAN l.OHS CRAZY popular In the younger society circles
to be
catching some dangerous disease, but dedicated to their country's service desired in the way of nothing
St. Louis. May 22. After spending o rtne city. j. Koger White came to
feminine grace ineniy-iour
if the people would save out the good deserve, their full measure of praise aim ai
years in a local hospital Albuqueroue from
Ohio.
Davton.
things and give them to the Salvation and every
After the tableaux the models In .Mrs. Connor, wife of the late State about three years ago and has since
and material sup
Army, or somebody like that, they port which moral
Senator Thomas Connor, has been been associated with Allan Waas In
a grateful public can be costume executed a grand
march
might be put to some good use by stow.
among the spectators. Then the aud- adjudged hopelessly Insane and will conducting the Leader department
people w ho are poor and lias lots of
Now, therefore, I, J. W. Kaynolds, ience was Invited to listen to a solo be sent to an asylum. Her husband's store, at Sll West Railroad avenue.
Is worth t 3,0io,nno. He got
children.
acting governor of the territory of by Miss Lois Rrookfleld. Miss Rrook-tlel- d estate
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sang "Carissima" In a wonder- nlg start in the early '70s when he business men
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that
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went
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into
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good things throwed away In this Thursday, May 30, 1907, be observed ful soprano voice.
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and
In restiondina- to
the best wishes of their host!
district and bought up much mincial have
place is that they is so many strang- as Memorial day; that upon that day the vigorous applause, Miss
if friends for a happy future.
land.
ers here. When they goes away they the routine and cares of business be
sang "Cupid and I."
Mrs. Connor's rendition Is the re
Next on the urogram were a series
can't pack along all the stuff they got, laid aside, und that the citizens of
of chronic melancholia. Induced
and so they chuck what they don't this territory devote the day to the of guessing games, after which light suit
ny her disappointment at being re LORETTO
want Into the ash can.
CONVENT SUFobservance of such ceremonies as rei resnmenis were served.
fused
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"It ain't only clothes and grub that may be arranged by patriotic socle- Jopiln,
Mo.
town
of
home
people throw away. They even tire ties and organizations, and the foster
Some folks Is so ing and encouragement of
furniture away.
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shiftless that instead of having a of loyalty to the nation and sentiments
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its Mug in
broken chair mended, they chuck it order that the deeds of those who
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don't neeed to, jist to git enough time the spirit of the living may be ceived by F. J. Grar & Co., brokers,
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encouraged in every
which can over
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Most Comfortable PUc
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ALBERT FA BUR'S
ll

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Grocerii" , Meats, Poultry, Beit
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-62-

Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

HEN you pay all bills by check, your butUness n recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There ! a correct record of all receipts and expenditure In your bask

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have posltlT
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
ceounta.
M'VrtsufitiilBggFBt

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

1

A. C.

niXICKE and JOHN

S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

1 1

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars Hop at the Hollenbeck door.

.

.

.

ATTIiUCCI

ten-doll- ar

-

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Highland Livery

n c Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Morelli, the Tailor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
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IN YOCTt HOME

Door screens as strong as an ordinary deer at prices that defy
enntern-mad- e
screen doors in tcth ftrenp:!) ar.d j.rlce. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cei.ts jer foot at ths
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A TELEPHONE
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The
telephone
pre-irv- es
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

e!

ic

r--

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares lese
and the worries fewer.

Allen

208 U2 West Cold

1

.

rirst

UPHOLSTERING

C.

r.r-.-tv
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers mere,

locks

best, wears

tha longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Pla ter. Lime. Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AI.lsrOTERQl'E, NEW BIEX.

;

The Albuquerque

-

Expert From Eastern Factories t

Hatters

mer-pap-

Spe-clult-

1
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216

N.

Second

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
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table, serviceable room of
all.
Call and nee oar stock

PORCH SHADES

-

git-ou-

Hon."

cool, secluded

3rd

Corner

Gold Ave
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BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. N.

NCRTH SECOND ST.

Q

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX
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Two Deadly Weapons
That Have Made History
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weapon, were presented to the captain when

lingerously

to

recuev.

wiundeil,

nut manm- -i

H'i ponnu-. How!., wciu'.ied only
when at bis piime. lie was a ipn.-inift-vman. who never drank
nor dissipated In any way. He pool

SW

-,

I-

1

sseted enormous physical strength
.r his size, nnd was as quicn no
nil... ns n w Meat anu as "hard
How ie was the terror of al the
i' New (r- ases" from Loui-vy-

Z

I

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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Capital and surplus, $100,000

The Man
Who Wins
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Marjorie's
Almanac
May-time-

INTEREST
AllTICLK NO. 3.
ilH' Mistake of 0cicutlng.
"One fourth of what we eat keeps but starved, often the body of such
us. The rest we keep at the risk of a person Is very thin.
The reason
our lives," said crnstlv old Ahern- - for such thinness Is simply that the
etliy, Loudon's must famous doctor. food taken is not digested and so
And this day. as In that, we all eat passes through the food tube with
too much.
out feeding the body. The rational
"We all accept the Idea of "three cure In such cases Is, of course, to
square meals a dav" as being the eat less.
ight thing. Even when we find our
As a broad, general rule. It may be
selves becoming permanently
old, said ithat the folNiwing Irepresents
stiff, rheumatic nnd ailing In other the approximate quantity or physique,
ways, few of us suspect that the prindoing ordinary mental and physical
cipal. . If not the only cause of our work: For breakfast, an apple, raw
trouble is Just that "three square or baked or an equal quantity of
meals."
some other fruit; a saucerful of some
As Intimated In a former article good cereal, such as boiled rice with
of this series, many
"dis cream; a glass of milk and two
eases" are merely organic disturb slices of brown bread (graham or
ances resulting from a poisoning of rye.) For luncheon, a simple salad,
the body by products of the rotting dressed with good olive oil and lemon
of brown
food In the stomach and bowels.
In Juice; two or three slices
For dinner, soup; a smaL
fact. I do not hesitate to say. that bread.
meat,
or
of
fresh
beans or
quantity
seven out of ten cases of what Is
commonly called heart disease are peas: one or two cooked vegetables;
merely disturbances
of the heart fruit; brown bread.
Anyone who tries this plan of diet
muscle to the presence In the sys
tem of poisons formed from rotting Is likely to find after a few weeks
food. Il may be H.l.ld tnat cases of that he needs still less food. In most
what are popularly known as "heart cases It Is advisable to gradually refailure" and "apoplexy" can be trac duce the midday meal until It coned to the same cause. Then there sists of fruit only. Finally even this
Many hundreds
are a host of lesser evils headaches, may be dropped.
vertigo, dizziness. Insomnia, nervous who have adopted the plan of two
day,
ness. Irritability, and other discom meals a
divided by a period of I
forts traceable to tile same cause.
frem 8 to 10 hours, have found It a
Should anyone question the rella perfectly satisfactory method of diet.
Frequently on changing to such a
blllty of this statement, let him stop
dosing himself for a week and re dietnry the patient will complain of I
duce the quantity of food taken, first a sensation of weakness. So does a
by one third, later by one half. In toper who suddenly stops drinking
practically every case the result will whisky nnd for the same reason.
be marked relief of all distressing
A trial of the above dietary for
symptoms.
fortnight will convince
the most
So we see that the man or woman skeptical of the advantages of sim
who overfeeds Is not only poisoned ple feeding.

snow-flake-

Der-tnge-

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

Every Proper

Accommodation,

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

orricctta and oiirmcTORB

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

I500.0M.M
I250.000.lt

Saata Fe Railway Company
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And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
Recognizing this reofficers.
sponsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail, of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

a-.-

run-dow- n,

a.

J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They arWisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

n,

PURELY VEGETABLE

Aaalatant Caahler
Director

An Essential Thing

.

-

PrMldaat
President
Cajaler

Vlc

U. M.
rOBITORY
Autnorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and ProOta

60

!

Solicits

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

J

elgh-l,.fii:-

and

f 150.000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AXD 8AXTA FE RT.

HcGonnieal roped and tied a side. The funeral sendees were held
steer at El Paso Sunday In 3 J sec- - at the house this afternoon and were
nds.
attended by a large number who thus!
paid the last respects to a man who
for many admirable
VV.
S. Hopewell, manager of the was admired
New Mexico Fuel and Iron company. traits of character.
spent Monday In
if Albuquerque,
Roy Welch, of Tueumearl, has purSanta Fe.
chased the townsite of Quay, the
He will
E. Z. Itoss. manager of the Blue- - consideration being $1,200.
and begin
water Development company,
with have the groundat platted
once. Quay Is in
sale of lots
headquarters in Albuquerque, was in the
a very rich section of the county.
Santa Fe Monday on company busi and
Mr.
Welch should realize on his
ness.
investment In a very short time.
A. P. Tarkinifton, adjutant general.
On Monday five boxes of bank sup
went to Roswell Monday afternoon
to attend the commencement exer plies came in for the Farmington
bank. This means that another
State
cises of the Military academy.
bank will be established In a short
the Farmington Times I
Uaynolds.
president of time, says There
Jefferson
has been a rumor
the First National bank of Las Veg- Hustler.
would be opened ln
as, spent Sunday In Santa Fe, the that this bank
building, but nothing defi
guest of his sun. Acting Governor J. the Huntergiven
out concerning it un
nite was
W. Uaynolds.
til the arrival of the supplies Mon
The bank will be conducted by
Perfecton Ixidge No. 1, Scottish day.J. Carlisle
and Fred Telcamp. and
Kite. Free Masons held a regular as'. the
indicates, w II be organized
communication In Santa Fe Saturday, under same
the territorial laws.
at which the officers for the ensuing
year were installed.
A.
W.
Hunter last week brought
a limb of Wlnesap applet that
John H Vaughn, until recently In
'IH well developed apples for the
principal of the Koswell high school, had
of the year, on !( inches of I
lias been appointed professor of his time
Times!
space,
the Farmington
tory at the Normal university In Las Hustler. says
This variety Is said by some
Vegas.
to have been harder hit by the freeze
than any other. If that Is the case
Professor M. H. lirasher, of Aus- vou
see that the prospect for an
tin. Texas, has been chosen superin- applecancrop
all right. It is a safe
tendent of the Roswell public schools, prediction tois say
that there will be
taking charge of his office on June more money realized
from the apple
a year.
first .at a salary of J
crov this year than ln tile last four
W. A. Fleming Jones
and Mrs or five.
Jones, of I.as t'ruces. will leave about
the last of the niontn for the east,
on their summer
vacation. While
CAPITAL
away they will visit the Jamestown, TERRITORIAL
exposit ion.
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OFFICIAL MATTERS
Santa Fe is soon to have a new
nickname. The City of Elms, thas is
if the tree planting committee of the
of trade of that city has Its
Ttvervone should take a tonic in the Soriusr: their systems require it. The blood has board
Santa Fe. X. M.. May 22. Aetlns
way.
The committee is busy plant (J'lveruor
Kayncilil.s yesierciay
J
ing elm trees all over tne capnai
become thick and slueeish' with the accumulations left in the system from breathing th city.
niorninn made the followinK appoint
of the oapil'ii ini- as
memeliers
ments
of
the Winter
impure air of closed rooms and overheated buildings; the heavy, rich foods
nrovement board, under the provis
conveying
train,
special
When
the
by
return
the
of chanter 6i, session laws or
season, etc., and when this vital fluid is aroused aud stirred to quicker action
troop F. of tile Fifth cavalry, stopped ions
miiT
M. A. Otero. Santa te: t . il.
circulation,
night.
Sunday
Vegas
the
Private
through
distributed
at Las
of warmer weather, these waste matters and poisons are
eas; . . Hopewell,
honor- - I'ierce. Iis
Harry
was
handed
his
Fisher
Albuquerque.
Mou-la- y
to act depressingly and injuriously on the system. The blood being in this unnatural and ible discharge papers. He left
( Maries
I'uuilr Apixiniuii.
on train No. S for hW
impure condition is unable to furnish the body with the proper amount of nourishment and homemorning
The follow Inn have been appointedJin Massachusetts.
by Acting Governor
public
strength, and the system suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion, loss of An adobe building in Iis Vegas. notaries
V. Itavnolds:
William H. Palmer, t'lovls. House-- 1
appetite, and inany other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered blood circulation.
used t several Chinese for a laun
Monday.
injuring velt county; ( . T. Toombs, l layion,
dry,
collapsed
the
is
that
important
aud
it
tonic
a
needs
have
it
assistance;
must
system
depleted
The
three persons. The men were repair- I'nlon county.
the structure when the walls col.
proper one be selected. When the health is m this disordered condition it is not safe to ing
lapsed, hurling them into the cellar
place.
the
of
take unknown concoctions, sarsaparillas,etc,
DIRECTIONS EOR HOME
Your g s a ln my oplaioni l9 83 KOOd a medicin as
ba Improved upon aa a
heranse thev UStiallv contain ootasll Ol" can b had; it simply cannot
Victor tiitetfa
iu Helected as th
1 ,
C 111,7 U J lu jjiai lljf ULlll
i u wiwwu tui v
successor of the late Antonio Aland.
other strong mineral ingredients which act land
MADE MEDICINE
tone up the system. This sprint; my blood waa bad probate judge
Fe county, at
of
Santa
county
unfavorably and often dangerously on the and I was run down ln health, and havinguse.BeenTo-da-your
meeting
of
board
a
the
of
y
highly advertised I commenced its
commissioners of that ounty nehi
run-dowweakened system, at a time when medicine
is a
Mr. UrteK
my blood U ln fine condition and. my general health Is of Monday niornlnK.
A
leading journal in answering
conleading citizen of Santa Fe county.
large
a
to
for
filling
Am
as
fireman
position
best
is the
the best.
it needs gentle and natural stimulation
the question. 'What
it
good
condition
physical
was
cern
here,
if
in
I
and
not
prescription to clean and purify t lie
J. il. Abbott, a farmer at Hudson. blood
throw off the impurities aud recuperate ks would be impossible
In a recent i.sue the
prints
for ma to 611 the place. Your S. 8. 8. writes
Tile Tueumearl News that one following.
Fluid Fxtract of DandeI do not hesitate to
lost energy. A great deal is being said has been of great service to me and
of his mares foaled u colt on the xth lion one-ha- lf
ounce. Compound Kar-go- n
DYKE.
VAN
F.
WM.
it
giveitthe
deserves.
credit
legs. The
only
Inst.,
three
that
has
Compou'id Syrup
and
close
to
living
ounce.
days
nature,
one
about
these
every
bl5 Filth St., Beaver Falls, fenn.
In
developed
colt is perfectly
Shake well
Uiree ounces.
it is more aoolicable to medicines. ierhans. O
other way. but has no sign of a leg and use In teaspiMinful (tones after
on
left
its
shoulder.
bedtime.
at
and
each meal
than anvthinir else. Nature has provided a remedy for all the ills of mankind, and medicines
A well known local druggist who Is
Walter M. Table, manager of the familiar with this prescription, stales
made from nature's vegetation act better in every way than do the strong mineral mixtures Clorieta
Mercantile and Live Stock that It U harmless, being composed
company, spent Sunday in Santa Fe of vegetable ingredients, which can
which are the products of the chemist s or apothecary's shop.
there he staled that the ex be obtained from any good prescripThe greatest of all tonics is S. S. S. It is made entirely of the roots, herbs aud barks While
periment with lamb tents, which his tion pharmacy.
; aud as comn.iiiv
qualities
as using, would wive ai
It cleans the blood of all Im
aud health restoring
r.f the forests i 1- fields,, selected for their pttrifvintr
.
,
. ,
.
1 r
proximately 10 per cent ol me lumos purities and nourishes the bloou.
a
exposure.
aciapieu
torm
any
ot
ior
it is especially
few davs the skin be
I.i In.i it
mineral in
from death by
it does not contain the slightest trace
of sores, boils and pimgins
cluar
lo
on
directly
S.
S.
old.
S.
acts
or
safe
for
young
absolutely
systemic remedy, one that is
Three prisoner were taken to the ples. It puis vigor and energy into
debilitated men and v
penitentiary at Santa Fe
the blood, ridding it of any aud all impurities and poisons, aud restoring the lost properties territorial
many ears Sarsaimrtlla
wen. of Lincoln
W.
For
J.
by
Sheriff
were Haiuoii alone has been considered a good
of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to supply to the system the heathful, invig- counlv. Tile prisoners
Hell and Simon blood medicine. Hut while il built up
I'harle
orating energy needed to pass this trying season of the year. Its action is the most prompt, Montova.
terms from and made new blood, the impurities
liaca. sentenced to ferve
ears to four years for minor remained within and the good accom
pleasant ana sausiaciory 01 mi ionics no
plished was only temporary. Sarsa-parlllhowever, when used in comand blood purifiers, aud those who are cll.il'iies.
'i
May SI. The
bination with '0111110111111 Kargon and
K.;. ii.
betriuniucr to feci the need of a medi
wonders.
annual graduating exercises of F.xtract Dandelionputsworks
Hie kidneys to
were held at This combination
,i;1 High school
cine to fortify the system against the !!:. i!: iliseuiii
waste
out
the
sift
and
night
before
Friday
work lo tiller
l.i.sl
acid and other Impuriunpleasant conditions that come with a
audience. On the stage were matter, uric
six gr adiiatcs. members of ties that cause disease. It makes new
and
Spring, will do well to commence its use the i. the
of education and other blood and relieves rheumatism
.'
lame back and bladder troubles. 111'"
at once. It will not only tone up the pi citiuiH-- i ( itlxens.
This prescription Is better than
belonging to troop F. 'usual patent medicines, which are In
svstem. but will remove any taint or
T. t '
w hjch
part alcoholic concoctions.
the
if i throughSlatesAlbuquerque M. Hi- The most
Rheum payingredients cost bill little. They
minor that may be in the blood and thus prevent an outbreak of Eczema, Tetter, Saltw
any good
day ll' Ollilig. were left al l.ax Vegas. may be proem ed from
and mixed at home. Kvery
or other rash or eruption of the skm. S. fc. b. restores lost energy, relieves mat an ornoui, They
are 1'ilvales Tale and Karnes. pharmacist woman
here should make
'lty in. in and
will stay at the Meadow
tiied feeling, quiets the nerves, helps the appetite and imparts a relish for food, and in every They
and try it if they feel their
they receive unlets to report some uprequires
ui.nl
goo. blood mediSummer
a
depressing
for
the
it
s stein
It Apache.
way adds tone aud vigor to the entire .system, and prepares
cine and t niic.
The Kargon to (lean the kidneys
.
11. II. IU
mouths that are to follow.
died al his home in
evening at 11 and vitalize them so they can (lean
as
A ia in .g.ildo Friday
are
believing
others
that
led
just
be
year
do
f
into
not
this
for
new
selecti-itonic
your
In
of several the l. o.l. Sarsapalllla to tomake
o'clock,
fier an lllne
tope the
large rich blood and Dandelion
THE GREATEST OF ALL TONIGS, and one that for more than moM ' lis. The deceased leaves a grown
good ' but get A. S.
stomach, clean Ihe liver and make it
family, consisting of wife and
tonic, absolutely pure and safe, and liliildieii.
H 'active and relieve constipation Is the
to mouin hi death.
forty years has been recognized as such. It is Nature's
ans and so
wav the prescript! in
came to Alainogordo oou after the mildly
drug stores.
r.t all first-clas- s
and gently that una does not
i t wu
reliable in every M ay. S. S. S. is fur
Mr. Hapler was a
a founded.
a inwdicliia.
veteran of the civil war on th union consider they ars wkius
ATLANTA. GA.
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Twn of the most deadly
went to Mexico to take command fXXX0000(XXXXXXXXXXXXX
ever invented lire the IVrlnKer and he
of his battery of the first artillery.
the Howie knife. Once I hey were the
Another costly pair of Herlngers
most popular arms In the southern were presented to (leneral Heaure
IsfiT.
the
states ami from 1x40 lo
In 1S61 by a Creole gentle
gard
lorlnger vvn a part of every south- mm late
of New Orleans. They were
ern gentleman' personal equipment. enuallv as pretty as those of Captain
Usually he had a pair of them find Magrlder's. In those das these pis Ooooooooooooocxxxxxxxxxxxju
they were called "bone breakers." tols now known ns the perlnger
who wins is the man who
They were Intended for close quart- were not sold slnirlv. but only ill pairs The m.i.m
w orks
er.", and at twenty paces their bullets unit the cost of the cheapest make
toils while the next
would smash an arm or leg Into wnm 140. Imitations, made abroad The man who
man shirks;
Hardly more than three could be secured for ns low as $v
splinters.
In his deep disInches In the barrel, anil carrying but thev could In no way compare The man who stands
by
Derlnger.
pound,
genuine
to
sixty
the
the
bullets
with
about
with his head held high In the dead
rea-soof the peculiarity In the manHowie knife.
Tin
ly press
ner of boring and the arrangement of
as
Is
knife
ltowle
The fame of the
Yes, he Is the man who wins
the powder chamber, no other small wide as was that of the old time twen
pistol ev- -r drove n ball with such
sword.
Koman
The man who wins is the man who
power and deadly eflct.
if now
Two states Tennessee nnd Mary-an- ,l
...........
linger
llttlwonderful
The
claim the birthplace of the
of pain and tne worm "i
world renowned. In every sec- Inventor. John ltowle. and the ques- The value
woes
quite settled.
tion oT the continent and every coun- tion has never
been
lesson learns from tne man
try of Europe the Derlnger became a Hut he gave the name to a weapon Who awho
falls
been
ever
safety,
which
of
household symbol
n. .le.'iillv as nnv that has
Vnil a moral finds in his mournful
history.
In
place
name
a
given
the
steel.
has
forged from
wails.
It has been the unerring arbiter In
When Louisiana became a state the
Yes. he is the man who wins
duels and encounters, the most fatal old Spanish and French records ere
Nemesis In the hands of retribution, Hied 11 treat deal of trouble. It fre The man who wins Is the man who
the most plt'.less harbinger of revenge nnnntlv hnnnened that a planter who
stays
and haf, the most unfaltering ally of hnii taken un a large tract of land- In the unsought paths and the rocky
Justice or of crime the world has cv.T and fairlv opened It out as a plantaways.
een. It was a bullet from one of lon, would learn that It was claimed And. perhaps, who lingers now and
colonial
these deadly weapons that crashed hv someone under an old very
then.
fre- through the brain of President Lin irant. James Howie was a
help some failure to rise again.
coln and plunged a nation Into grief mient claimant under these old laws. To
Ves he s the man who wins
had
Booth selected the lerlnger as the Kveral cnnltalists of the time old
the
surest meiioenger of death, and after .out him to Havana, wherecolony
And the man who wins Is the man
Spanish
the fatal shot the pistol papers of the keii-the had fir-who hears
and
were
causei
box
Iniisi.ina
In
oropred
floor
tha
the
lo
wis
In his ears
of them to be The curse of the envious
of the theater.
It was used adlnt careful transcripts
u tin 7ieH his wav with his head
e deuce aid is nimle. Thev appointed him as their Hut
tVie co,isilintrs n
held hiith
to nut them In possession of
now In the possession of the war de- nirent properties.
In those early day And passes the wrecks of the failures
these
partment.
to
bv
provocation
much
not
It did
take
Wherever the Derlnger has been bring on "a personal encounter. as
For he Is the man who wins
man
records
to
fate
lnv.Tcnger
'f
the
Baltimore News
a tight to the death was euphoniously
to
bear witness to the Irresistible power entitled.
been
A man who had
which lurks In these light and deli- th trouble of opening up an estate CXXXXXXXXXXXXJCX)OCXXJOOOCXJOO
cate servants of purple death. Just onlv to rind It claimed by a lot of
behind the lines which separates the people he did not know, was general
District of Columbia from Maryland. ,y ,iretty ready to right for It, wheth
near th town of Bladensburg, Is a se er a fight would seme me question
cluded spot, embowered with trees or not.
nd known as "Blood Hun," which
The consequence if this state of
has witnessed many tragic scenes In things was that James Howie and his
which the Derlnger has figured con two brothers. Stephen and iiezin
spicuously. Not only at the famous Howie, had on hand almost constant
Uobins In the tree top.
but Iv some sort of difficulty that had
Bladensburg dueling grounds,
Blossoms lu the grass.
Green things
througnnut the entire south the Der- to be fouitht out with deadly weap
Everywhere you pass;
lnger was the favorite weapon on the ons. Tills was before the days when
Sudden little breezes,
' infill of honor."
the percussion cap was In general
Budding out anew;
use. and the smaller pistols of the
The Inventor of tlic Dcrliujcr.
Pine tree and willow tree,
Inconvenient
period
were
flintlocks.
1831)
Philain
lived
there
About
Fringed elm and larch
to carry and not very reliable. S
delphia a gunsmith named Derlnger, the
Don't vou think, that
knife had to be used when one
who was noted for the exquisite fine- wanted a really Lrusty weapon. James
Pleasanter than March?
ness of his work on firearms and Its How ie worked out with a pocket knife
pisIn
Apples In the orchard,
general excellence, especially
and shingle his idea of a weapon
.Mellowing one by one;
tols. The flintlock was then used and that would be about the proper thing
Strawberries upturning
to Insure Its not missing fire the lock for the business he had In hand, and
Soft cheeks to the sun:
had to be done with a great deal of it was made by the local blacksmith
Koses faint with sweetness,
care. In 1S33 the contract wan let at Shreveport. La. About 1830. how
Lillles fair of face.
by the government for the pistols ever, Bowie nearu 01 a New .riean
Drowsy scents and murmurs.
with which to arm the First regiment cutler, a Spaniard named I'enro. w no
Hunting every place;
of dragoons. Just created by act of was making- - knives of a wonderful
Lengths of golden sunshine,
congress. Two thousand hotter pis kind and temper.
They could be
Moonlight blight as day
tols, carrying thirty bullets to the driven through a silver dollar withDon't you think that summer's
Derlnger got out damage to the point or edge.
pound were wanted.
Pleasanter than May?
the contract, and also a contract for This artist made Bowie a knife which
pairs of officers' pistols of was a marvel of beauty and temper.
thirtv-si- x
Itoger In the com patch
a finer quality. From that time until The blade was nine Inches long.
Whistling negro songs:
six
Inches.
measured
arms
handle
The
1860 he was the first small
Pussy by the hearthside
in
maker In the United States In the This weapon was used by It Bowie
Humping with the tongs;
was the
Ma nineteen encounters, and
In the ashes
matter of pistols. General John artil-lerlChestnuts
lhaiid;
rjiffeiljng
In
y
his
found
gruder, a famous officer of the
Bursting through the rind;
lie
about
Mexicans
six
dead
with
when,
In the old army and a confed
Bed leaf and yellow leaf
him, showing the evidence of his
Hustling down the wind;
erate major general, owned the finest fatal
skill, he was found dead at
and most elaborate pair of pistols
Mother "doln" peacnes"
Alamo.
All'the afternoon
that Derlnger ever turned out. They the
Bowie's method of using the knife
had two nets of barrels fitted to each
Don't you think that autumn's
stock. One set was four Inches and was one peculiar to himself. He did
Plea.sau.ter than June?
the other six Inches In length. Each not hold It in his hund with the
carried sixty bullets to the pound point downward, but grasped the
Little fairy
Dancing In the Hue;
The pistols were gold mounted, with handle as a swordsman would grasp
beautiful Inlaid work, wherever It the hilt of his sword. He always
old Mr. Santa Claus,
What Is keeping you?
could be placed. In silver and gold. struck at the neck of his man. In
Twilight und firelight
The lock were made by Brazier, the the most famous of his battles, the
Shadows come and go:
foremost maker of gun locks In Eng- one fought on Natchez Island, or the
Merry chime of sleigh bells
land, and they cost 60 alone. Gen- Mississippi river, he killed two men
tight
Tinkling through the snow;
there
with his knife. In this
eral Magruder said that these
Mother knitting stockings
had saved his life three times. were seven men engaged. One of
Wells.
(Pussy's got the balll
Madison
With them he could cut the spots them was James
the country as
Don't you think that winter's
out of the four of spades at twelve known throughout
paces. The cost of these pistols could president of the Louisiana Returning
Pleasanter than all?
Bowie was very
Thomas Bailey Aldrlch.
not have been less than $275 and board of 176-7- .
I-
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They Keep the Flies Out
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r

"OLD RELIABLE."

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Thlnt and Marquette

ESTABLISHED
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L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
la the Southwest.

J

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

I

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

&9OO9OBOO0OOO

I

I

.it--

S

sab

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY,

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumbar, Glass, Cement anil Rex Flintkote RaoHng

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mextca

,INFI.V,

MAY 22, 1907.

ALBUQUERQUE

Direct From
The Orient

PRICES

20c per yd. up.
Co

tlon nearly 14 per rent.
l he
chairman of the

committee
which culled upon the postmaster
V.
V. Baldwin, assiat- Keneral wax
ant to President Harris, of the Bur-- I
Huston. It so happened that Bald
win was also the man who conveyed
to the former postmaster ueneral the
proposition by the Burlington to cut
us rates to meet the Bock Island
v unit-mion- .
j ne postmaster Ken- frai is said to have intimated that,
in view of a voluntary reduction, it
Trial of !'irt Air Brake.
(From the Engineering Mtifrazine.)
might be difficult for him to be con
The air brake was ushered into vlnced that the mail pay could not
actual use in most dramatic fashion. stand a general cut
The trial trin occurred in ADril. 1K9. '
The train selected was the Steuben- running be- vilie accommodation,
SECURES
een Pittsburg and Steubenville, O.
When the train was going at full
speed, suddenly as he came around
DIVORCE AT LAST
a Hharp curve, the engineer saw a
stalled wagon in the middle of the
track deail ahead.
With hand brakes only, nothing
New York, May 22. The supreme
could prevent a terrible smahup.
has granted an interlocutory
The formal time for the trial of the court
decree
of divorce to Mary Adelaide
aJr brake had not come, but the
Mlzner
The
brake was there, and in desperation, testimonyfrom Wilson Meaner.
is sealed and the decree
not believing for a moment that the simply
it
granted
states
by
is
reason
thing could possibly avail, the engi- of
the defendant's faithlessness.
neer threw on the air. But It did
Mrs. Mizner is permitted to resume
avail.
The observers In the rear were al the name of Mary Adelaide Yerkes
most catapulted out of their seats by. and she Is given permission to
nr miock in me suuuen mop. mui
Mary Adelaide Yerkes. widow of
when they saw the engine fairly pokT. Yerkes, the Chicago and
ing its nose into the wagon bed, so Charles
London
traction magnate, was mar-rle- d
narrow had been the margin between
secretly to Wilson Mizner March
nafety and disaster, they forgot all 30, 1SMI6.
Mizner is a California solabout their shock and stood In awed
He stands six feet
nilence. The air brake had come into dier of fortune.
four
and
has
rather a way with the
Us own.
women. Mrs. Yerkes was much Impressed by him and her husband had
'Hie Snntu l'e's Conn.
dead barely a month when she
The Santa Fe passenger men are been
Mizner, who Is ninny years
patting themselfes on the back over married
her
The wedding was kept
the coup the Coast Lines officials exe- - secretJunior.
a time, but It crept out
for
outed on all the other roads on the through some
Indiscreet words by
time limit on Jamestown exposition Mizner.
After a long defiance Mrs.
tickets sold for dates in the month Yerkes-Miznadmitted
the fact of
of May. If the passenger makes the
marriage, and at the request of
trip over the Santa Pe this month. the
reporters
her
husband
cameras
and
his ticket will have a time limit of were admitted to her presence.
She
SO
days, while over any other road said she was not only
married,
but
it win ue but 60 days.
happy.
Under the rulings of the Interstate
Two weeks later the couple had
Commerce commission a tariff must separated.
She went to Chicago,
lie published thirty days before it can where the estate
necome errective. The eastern con- In the process of of Mr. Yerkes was
He
administration.
nections of the Pacific Coast Lines followed, nnd presently
was a
had granted but a
limit on reconciliation, the first ofthere
many.
Jamestown business. This was not
that their troubles related
satisfactory to the western roads who mostlyhadtott money.
wanted a
!0 days, and it was finally million or so settled Mizner
on him, and she
granted. Assistant Passenger Agent offered little or nothing.
Mizner
John J. Byrne, of the Santa Fe. hap her and traveled back to his left
old
pened to be at the meeting when this haunts both in New
and in the
concession was secured, and at once west, but occasionallyYork
rehe
would
Kent notice to headquarters in Log An join her,
and the word would go fortn
geles, the word being received in time
was
all
well and the differences
to Issue the tariffs with a
limit that
had been adjusted.
Hecently they
would be effective Slay 23, or Just have
severely
lived
and Mizner
grace
days
spare.
three
to
The word has been seen aboutapart,
New York lookwas not received by other western ing
a
little
crestfallen.
roads in time to get the tariffs out in
It was reported some time aero that
time to give the required 30 days' no- Mrs.
.Mizner had settled $20,000 on
tice.
him,
but if so it didn't last him long.
So that is how the other western
roads are not selling tickets with the
limit until in June.
VALLEY FRUIT
P.UM.1XGTOVS bid may
( IT MAIL
OMPKXSATIOX.
Chicago. 111., Slay 21. The recent
IS BADLY DAMAGED
action of the Burlington in cutting
the rates on transcontinental mail to
meet the competition und time of the
Kansas City, Mo., May 22. At the
Hock Island is having an important
here of the Missouri Vallev
bearing upon the question of mail meeting
Horticultural society, reports of the
com peusatlon generally.
members
a consensus of opinIt is said that the voluntary reduc- ion that showed
there will be only
small
tion made by the Burlington in the per cent of a normal fruit acrop
in
rates is being seriously considered by the Missouri valley this year.
the postmaster general in determinThe last snow, which froze on the
ing whether the total compensation trees, finished what had escaped the
received by the railroads shall be re- frost, according "to the reports preduced between $Ti.0Ui.0no and $6, Olio,, sented.
ooo annually.
"Apples and peaches will lie almost
This fact became apparent, it Is a complete failure." said L. A. Goodstated, last Wednesday, when a com- man, the president. "Even the late
mittee of prominent railroad men varieties will be scarce and of poor
ailed upon the postmaster general quality. This second blossoming of
with a petition asking him to rescind the trees will not cause them to oear.
the order requiring the total tonnage There probably will lie hair a crop of
carried over a mall route for one grapes. Pear, plum and other small
week to be divided by seven instead fruit trees give little evidence of even
of by six In arriving at the average a small yield."
tonnage carried. Such a division us
the postmasteer general is insisting
vvno:vij co.
Colorado
upon will reduce the mall cornpensa- LUTE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
"An old line" insurance company,
with ample capital, solid, conserva
progressive. Writes liberal con
you have
Bad tive,
tracts of insurance and investment
& Prewitt. Managers. Com
Prewitt
Breath
mercial Club building.
Best couches, felt mattresses phlM'a
rolling chairs, chiffi
PAKE Up! It's time to take
book cases are anione the new mv.
n!s for the week at Kutrelle's Furnit- Cascaret.
ure emporium, corner second street
When the friend you ana
coal avenue,

RAILROAD!

Department;

!
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er

He-po- rt

90-d-

the

a

When

Wake up!

W

speak to turns his face the

ether way.
When your tongue Is coated.
When you have Heartburn, Belching,
Acid Risings in threat,
When Pimplej
gir to peep out,
When your Stomach Cnaws or Burns,
Thai's the time to check coming Constipation, Indigestion and Dyspepsia.
One single Candy Cascaret will do it
if taken at the right minute, just when you
first feci the need of it.
Do it new!
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Ee very careful to get the gnxe,
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made cr.ly by the Sterling Remedy ComB
pany ar.d never sold in bulk.
Every tablet stamped

'

CCC."

rai

The Pabut

The tonic properties of the
choicest hops, added to these
ricn lootl values, strengthen
the entire nervous system,

ft

thilfl crivincr

61

Ernest Meyers
116-11-

V.

24 5

rat

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

for

WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

None Better,

the forest service has had a force of
men in the
Held
readtnstlnir tho
boundaries of the national
forests.
nnd In accordance with the policy of
the forest service all land which Is
suitable for other purposes is
excluded.
In Natural Forest.
Scattered all through the national
forests are many agricultural
lands,
most small and narrow and more or
less isolated so that their elimination
Is Impracticable.
Settlement is en- rouragecl In these lands, which are
,en u
under ,lle ftct
1
"
Ju'1e
This act provides
for the homesteadln
of
lands In the national forests and Is
:elng generally taken advantage of
for that purpose. Stockmen and
ranchers are not slow In realizing
the benefits in residence in national
forests and In many cases petitions
have been received by the forest service for further extension of their
area. This, however, the service is
careful not to do unless It can be
shown that the land is chiefly valu
able for forest or protection purposes
Wonderful Fcicma Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. "Two of our home doctor
'
aii the ca,e waB hopeles. his lungs
we men empioyea
H"meu.
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
a bottle and soon no- '
"ed bought
Improvement . "We continued
this medicine until several bottles
were used, when our boy was completely cured." Best of all blood medicines and body building health tonics
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c
u
Subscribe for Tlie frrenTng CI t! rem
now-bein-

Jlonn-Mcndln-

g

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

h'"-',e?JeI.-

Thos. F. Keleher

No

Q

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

60c

OUGHSaiul

Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
MOTT'S

needed

$1.00

Fm
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'

1
1
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL

KSTATB

A. E. WALKER,
nrtK

INSURANCE
Secretary

The flexible sole Red Cross .
Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Rallr
Shoe is comfortable from avenue.
'he start.
The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
lomfort.
A stylish

thafs

absolutely
comfortable

with Raube and

Office, 115 North

ALBUQUERQUE,

First St.
Jf.

It,

ror a on adi
1

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
ana cigars, place your orders fot
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D 8T.

Meat Market

UAUCJH

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Steam Sansage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT?
Masonlo Building, North Third Btras
AU

M. Si,

Children

W.E. MAUGEK
WOOLHauger '

THIRD STREET

Kid Out
fattnt Oil BlmtUrt
U-O-

)xfords,

With Sixteen Musical Numbers

B. A. SLEYSTER

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you,

25c.

No Reserved Seats

ibs.. $3.r,o.

Dr. King's

Now Discovery

408 Wan Railroad Avtooa

shoe

The Telephone Girl

35c,

WITH

JAT-A-LA- C.

with the foo- t-

IN"

Admission

I triLLTHE nmir.H
and CURE ths LUNC8

LOANS.

The Manhattan Musical Comedy Go.

'ro

has no cause to make ths least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist.
25c Try them.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlna

And All This Week

its

Don't Pny Alimony.

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it If
you keep your bowels regular
with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers C00 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

A Great Show

I'rlilny, May 17.
M. L. Douglass, Manhattan. K.is.
310 clipped lambs. 79 lbs., $7.45.
A. Worrell, Manhattan. Kas.
286
clipped lamb. 7! lbs., $7.35.
J. H. & V. B. Tlppetts. Fort Worth.
Texas.
37 wethers. J lbs., $5
W. A. Krnst, Texas Kf. goats, 70 O

I'Oi:

& Co..

Silver Ave., Albuqueraue
Phone 125.

i'r

88 lbs., $3.95.

VAVX'S NKW FOUNTAIN'
COLD DRINKS.

LL
D
AN
E
Agent
the

8

Clarksnn, Comstock. Texas. 677
wethers, 81 lbs., $5.30; 628 feeding
wethers, 74 lbs., $4.75.
R. W. Prosser. Comstock, Texas.
250 goats. 90 His., $4.25.
Hotchkiss. Sun Angelo, Texas. 138
goals. 76 lbs.. $4.1o.
Bavlor. I'valde, Texas. 60. goats,

IniHL

Ml

CAS

o.-

Colo.

Slfl.

P00OfXDXMO00X4K)040

Harson, Rjicky Ford t'olo.-Col- 483jl
lambs. 69 lbs., $8.35.
Ueljong, Roekv Ford,
lambs. 65 lbs., $8.35.
Van Hee, Iytis Animas, Colo. 1009
lambs. 63 lbs., $8.25.
Stevens. Lamar. Colo.-pe- d 1114 clip- lambs, 74 lbs.. $7.40.
Weclnelny. May 15.
Colt & !., I.as Animas, Colo.- 515
lambs. 60 lbs., $8.10.
R. W. Prosser, Comstock. Texas.
1168 wethers. 90 lbs.. $5.75.
Tliur-aliiY- .
May IB.
Iickhati L. S. Co., Sugar (itv,
Colo. 232 lambs, 79 lbs., $8.40; 95
ewes, 100 lbs.. $6.50.
Vant,
Rockv Ford.
lambs. 68 lbs.. $8.35.

houWk 4a

rir-ffw-

users of Pabst Blue Ribbon,

TucMlny. May II.
Van Horn At Son.
Rocky Ford.
Colo. '.tor. lambs. 71 lbs., $8.40;
2
ins.,
.earmigs.

lt..;.

Terfecl

Brewing Process trans
mit8 this food to Pabat
Blue Ribbon Beer in pr4
digested form, ready fof
quick assimilation.

t

Representative sales of western
sheep and lambs at Kansas City this
week:
Monday. May 13.
Purvis. Las Animas, Colo. 159
spring lambs, 56 lbs., $9.00.
UeLong. Rocky Ford,
Colo. 519
lambs. 65 lbs., $8.40 .
Harson, Rocky Ford, Colo. 711
lambs. 75 lbs.. $8.35.
Mcintosh Bros., Rocky Ford, Ccdo.
711 lambs. 75 lbs., $8.35.
Stevens, Umnr, Colo. 1340 clip
ped iambs, iti lbs., $7.40
Baker,
Comstock,
Texas.- - 701
wethers. 87 lbs.. $5.85.
4S5
I'valde,
Texas.
goats. 86 lbs., $4.20.
Mci.ymont, Del Rio, Texas. 507
goats, 82 lbs., $4.00.
K.
R.
Overstreet,
Texas. 10,"
goats. 79 lbs.. $4.00.

1
1

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC
12
Rooms
and 14 Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. Telephone No.

WM. CHAPLIN

0000000000000

121

Railroad Avauua

lt.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,

KC00
011K991
its Location

1
1

GOME

BELEN' IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
V. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EA.T AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25xH0
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY N THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

...jrfj)r

Emergency tcx cf
you

Al' Jirjj-.iJ- i
..2,
til J,
Jen tcxes a year, for six years past.

The Tabst Eiirht-D- a
Maltinir Process develoni
.,Jl
the natural food qua
ties of barley into rich,
nourishing, healthful
looa.

this week
113
Ickhart L. S. Co., Sugar22 City,steers,
steers. 1356 lbs.. $5.55;
1308 lbs., $5.55;-9steers, 1355 lbs.,
$5.55; 108 steers, 14 20 lbs.,
$5.50;
104 steers. 13W0 lbs., $5.45; 7 stags,
Colo.

conduct our business on
plan. We give a Man
Clothing that will satisfy him and prove to
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not
us ashamed to look him square in the facemake
the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in
the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
by our iron-cla- d
guarantee of "Money back, if you
want it." We do business on the square.

28.-44-

STOCK SAI.KK.
Kansas City, May 22. Representative sales of Colorado fed cattle here

1254 lbs., $4.60.
H. W. Koen,
Lamar,
steers. 1134 lbs., $5.35.

WEN2E,4VOR to
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M

cvry

the little
"Vest
liot ccjjsuntly with you, and take
.C'MKirr' Tisnrw jcu suspert you need
Then

Subscribe for The Evening Cltlwn

B

Cascarels don't Purge, nor Weaken, nor
waste Digestive Juices In flooding out the
Ecwels, like Salts, Castor Oil, "Fhysics."
But,
they act like Exercise on the
Muscles that shrink and expand the Intestines, thus pushing the Food on Naturally
to lis Finish.
When your
grow flatty
they need Exercise to strengthen them
ect "Physic" to pamper them.
Cascarets provide the bracing tone that
m needed specifically by the

ON OPEN

Tracts of land nggrog.iting neatly
one million acres in the national forests in Washington, (iregon, California, and Wyoming have just been released from temporary withdrawal bv
tne interior department, at the re
quest of the forest service. This ac
tion nas ueen la Ken in order to readjust the boundaries of the national
forests so as to Include only land
chiefly valuable for forest purposes.
The tracts Just released in the states
named will be open to settlement late
In July and to entry a month later.
In the last two months tracts aggregating nearly three million acres have
been released at the request of the
forest service,
I locations.
The releases which have lust been
made include 133.120 acres of bind
adjacent to the San Jacinto national
forest, San Diego countv, California
247,280 adjoining the Washington national forest, Washington:
98.560
acres adjacent to the Mt. Rainier na
tional forest In Cowlltx, Clarke, nnd
Skamania counties, Washington;
0
acres from the Medicine Bow national forest In Wyoming and Colo
rado, and 478.760 acres adjacent to .
the Cascade and Heppner national
roresis in Morrow,
Lmat a and
Urant counties, Oregon.
Readjusting Boundaries.
During the past winter and spring

Kansas City, May 20. After the
heavy run the first two days of last
week, the cattle
dropped
sunolv
tiown to small figures, and the mar
ket began to improve, regaining most
or the loss of the first two days, bv
the close of the week. The supply is
9.000 head today, market strong to
10c higher. Greatest strength today
Is on fed steers, while heifers
and
country grades sell strong,
cows
steady. Cows have held their places
more consistently than any other
lately.
class
remaining
steady
throughout the late depression in
steers and heifers. Everything points
to good cuttle prices ror several
weeks ahead. Grass in territory trib
utary to Kansas City will be two
or three weeks later than was figured
on a short time ago, while on he
other hand the buying power of the
country at large was never so great
as it is now, with labor so universally employed, and at most remunerative wages. A string of the Lock-ha- rt
steers sold today at 15.50 and
15.60. the latter price the top of the
market today. These steers sold at
15.45 and $5.55 last week. Feeders
have held nearly steady the last
week, firm today, at $4.40 to $5.25,
stockers declined 15 to 25 cents hurt
week, selling at $3.60 to $5.00, prices
on them
stronger
today. Heifers
range from $4.00 to $5.35, cows $3.25
to $4.85. bulls $3.25 to $4.50, calves
$3.50 to $5.75.
Mutton receipts were only 25.000
last week, including about 6,000 Texas muttons and goats. The market
declined slightly during the week
and quality of fed stuff was not extra good. Bun is 8,000 today, market stronger, wooled lambs todav at
$8.50, ewes $6.60, clipped ewes $5.60
to $5.75, wethers around $6.00, yearlings $6.35. clipped lambs $7.15 to
$7.4 5. The Texas sheep are only medium quality, and about half the receipts of Texans last week had to go
to the country, at $4.75 to $5.00 with
some common ewes at $3.25. Best
Texan muttons reached $5.85.

PAOB ftKVKR.

WeVe Always
ON THE SQUARE!

TURNED

Withdrawn Only While National Forest Boundaries Could
be Established.

Market Regains Early Losses
Alutton Supply Short.
Prices Lower.

Cor. Ccal and Second
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CITIZEN.

BRINGING TOP

0

W.V.Futrelle Furniture

BEING

BACK

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mat
tings from

i

LAND

FED STEERS ARE

EVENING

C004CO00OaK00

30

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
...

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
BECKER,

1

TO BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
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WM. M. BERBER,

Im- -

A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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For Men, Women and Children
they are easy on the foot
They aretheystylish,
wear well.
with
as much care as the most
Made
expensive leather shoes they fit and hold their
shape.
If you have worn them before you know
how satisfactory they are; and if not give
them a trial and we are sure you will be

WKDNUSHAY.
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Did You Ever
Get Mad

No.

on time.
on time.

1

No.

!

No.
No.
No.

7
S

at

1

t

:

r.

5

p.

at 7:25 1. ni.
at 12:3" a. m.
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MARKET

Gem City Has Clean City Gov
ernment--lt- s
Good to be

After buying a suit to find
that the blamed thing began
to twist and get out of shape
as soon as tne dampness or
summer heat began to take
n
dope?
out the

a Pioneer.

in.

The sale of seats for Mr. Fike
will open on Saturday morning.
Marion Sims, of Albuo,uerue. wa
a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday.
Col. IMlph E. Twltchell. of l,;t- - Vegas, arrived from the east last night.
Hugh Hryan and William It. Wroth,
of this city", were In Santa Fe yester

u-

TO BOOSTING

Denver. Colo.. May 22. Partly
cloudy tonight and Thur.'day. with
showers In north portion.
TIlAtX AltltlVAI.S.

COMES

IT

flat-iro-

formerly
X'ekveomb.
William D.
chief clerk of th" territorial penltei,- t ai v and now a in isnerous merchant
on
of Socorro. Is in .Mtiinpi-rqbusiness today.
Mr. Xeweomli.
after nr. lining tips

It's enough to give a man a
"grouch," for if clothes are sincerely

u-

mi, in

ltd

int

...

.t., illt a ii

ame'a-

made,. and needle shaped instead of
beinii faked into shape by pressure
g 8 of the Tailor's Goose (or flat iron) you wouldn't get
Wr. S;::.l.
that result.

-

ance and pronressiv- - spirit, consented
to say a lew tntnK aooui nis section g
day.
of the territory.
He sai I:
i ni
w M Merger, .secretary of the
in
Socorro.
"fiuslness Is unod
1
Helen' Townslte company, Is In the Along with other parts of the terri g
1
tory we are advancing rapidly boto.
city.
in commercial
and agricultural aff Carthngc, X. M.
O. A. Hou'fll.
pleased.
was an AlbU'iuei'Hip victl'ir vextoi- - fairs. It Is good to live in a boom
ing
country
where the most solemn
day.
1
to be heard is the glad cry ot
E. R. (lnvtoii unci wlfp. of Idaho sound
1
Springs, fnlii., were in the city yes tne noosier.
"We of Socorro have caught this
terday.
$1.50
so
is doing
Men' Dark firsiy f'nntii SIumm
last night for a booster spirit which country.
Pieiifh
ntiuiiuF
$1.50
The
much to develop the
Dnrk .ruy t'anvm Oxford
In Ken
folks
home
his
with
visit
who
t
2.25
!.
territory does not lack men
A omen's
White Cma OiforiU
tucky.
In its future or who fear to in
1.50 to 2.00
nifunU
V. Safford. territorial trav- - vent their money in its many
Charles
and
$1.50
from
eling auditor, arrived laft nluht
Women's Uray Canvm Miom
It is good to be
Because they are made to hold their $tyle and shape.
varied enterprises.
1.50
85
to
capital.
investthe
on t he ground Moor in these
Children's White tanva Oxford
We think you will find these suits the best kind
irm Connie Arnot and family d
ments: it Is good to be a pioneer. I
parted last night on a pleasure trip consider that we of this generation
f a rlntrips invffttment vou ever made.
are as truly plooneers as those of the 8
8
to California.
mil
Surely we are only on the
r,. w . ironewell returned last last.
thie.-hoof wonderful commercial
nlEht from Santa Fe, where he had possibilities.
1
Y.
MAYNARD
r.
on
business.
been
HERMAN ZWEIGART
GEO. W. HICKOX
rv.iiv niiinv carloads of ore are 8
A. F. Wltstel. a prominent lbiuor
through
MocorlO
l.ulnir
shinned
dealer of Callup. was here on bust Tiir.ii.
PRUPHtUK
fi
u irreat activity In mining In X
ness yesterday
There, like
vicinity of Socorro.
wilitiim l Allison. Jr.. a printer the
Albuquerque, Silver City and other g Arno & coal
fnone
Veens. Is in the city, and In
places in the territory, we are ownJust Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's
mav locate here.
promise
Wjhlch
prospects
new
up
ing
Whitson. of the Whit
iro v
rrifYYYyYOOOCX3f
tilings.
son Music company, has gone to GalW'lille thin has been a bad season
on
business.
lup
fruit tlie lute SHOW Storms this
Charles E. Dagenette. supervisor of ...l.iir sr.it In their Work Willi US.
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass
me
inumii
Indian employment lor
(,, anil somewhat disastrous ta
was In Santa Fe yesterday.
lambs, yet the grazing conditions are
Mrs. A. J. Maloy, of south Third very goood and the stock ought to get TV
-street, has departed for New York, fat this summer.
f
D
where she will visit for several
We are having warm weather, as
New
months.
is to be expected, but who minus a
Captain Millet, the prominent cat- .rilling matter like that once in a
South Second St.
The Arch Front
115-11- 7
tleman of Valencia county, who has while. We have a climate in this ter
been here a few weeks on business, ritory which averages better aim is
Between Railroad and Coppor Ave., Tel. 74
will return home today.
more delightful, taking It tne yeai
ii
t.Ua nieckman has returned - around, than any other place on i"
hemisphere.
h.imn from the seminary in Xashville, Tenn., where she has been atl!v the wav of city improvements
tending school for six months.
in Socorro, the court house Is being
109 North First St.
City Im'irovement
John Morris, a switchman In tin remodeled. is The
making and carrying
assoclailon
All Kinds of Indian and Moxlean Goods. Tha Choapost
local yards, has gone to Toledo, Ohio
He was out extensive plans for beautifying
f,.i. a
nf ueverai weeks.
Plata to bay Navajo Blankats and Moxlean Drawn Work
is conthe citv, and the city council
accompanied by Mrs. Morris.
of framing an or
matter
sidering
the
Mall Ordmru Carefully and Promptly rillad.
In
district
it i Wolr fureat euard
compelling the laying 01 ce
v.-i
.f thu Manzano national for dinance
est! has returned to his district after ment sidewalks.
"The summer term of the Socorro
a few days of business in this city.
court will be opened
county
Dr. Haynes, who has otlices in th on June district
3rd. hut only one or two imAffViiin hiiHdinir. is awav visit
v
ease are on the calendar, de- I
The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
Ime at his old home In Klo Arriba portant
Crime is on the
understand.
recently rerttted our ice cream department and can now accommodate
May
on
county. He will return
2. crease down our
way, as it is elsefifty people at a sltthiir. Tne best of everything In our line.
We have a
Ijist night Alderman Neustadt left where in the territory.
trip
AN ELEGANT LlNB OF LIBBEY'S
mi the limited for an extended
clean city government and are seeKOLAS)
i
t)i
visit
the
will
He
CUT
east.
BRILLIANT
up our city and proviue
ing
to
build
lamostou ii exiiosition among other r.. ih.. heit kind of education for
H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.
places.
the young, as well as to Improve the
E. E. Hall, trainer for the Adams outward aspects of the piace.
ut.,nlr ijiifh near I'lioellix. Ariz.. Ul
i.ivu,i in iha i'Iiv vesterdav.
He is en
a string of harness
with
east
route
LAWYERS ARGUE CASE
GO.
horses.
society
Con
of
the
Aid
Thu Julian'
3E
i. t i.u . iiiiui
cliurch will itive a tea at
OVER TELEPHONE
the church parlors tomorrow after
noon. Members and friends ure cord
32 1 323 W. R.R.Ave.
lallv invited to attend.
Cloudcroft. X. M.. May 22. The
Frank F. Cole, formerly proof
reader on The Citizen, will leave this ea-- e in the justice court neiween l..
ataniiiir fiir i'onnev. X. M.. where lie J. Ford, of t;l Paso, as planum, anu
Beef
Melm or CloudiTOtt. as detenuhas accented a position with a large
The
,,t ii u :.n iiiiMi'Hsling tight.
mining company.
and deII M Pfhnnl traveling freight and ,.i,,i.it.. vi:u r.iri'lble entrv
Savin
Our
and the
ni7:iiiuT
defendant.
nnuuunvHt niriii fni' the Santa F'e at t .i.i
nniv i.nint of the trial was for pos- Kl Paso, who has been In Albuquer
Ice Pads
Line of
u ii ill
10
que
days,
returned
for several
i. . .,,1 ,.f..r .iiia noose
i
is being held by
Paso early this morning
is claimed
White
which
of
Meier, the title
1
Mrs. H. J. Foyts. wife of the ticket.- by
both Meier and Ford.
rhM S.mt.i Fe here, acrotuK2
CREAMERY BUTTER
BUY MERRITTS
was
nd daughter, left
The nl. limit's side of the caseHonT
; it-Adolf
Attorney
by
fought
i hi
niniiiiiiir f.o- Kurt Wavne. Ind hard
Ice
I'l Paso. An amusing tea
for three ,, in ,,f
lll visit
h..re ih.v
r m ... u ui,lo w as that tlie at- 4L
1
mouths.
,ii,l
n,it reach here in time for
t..,M..v
Cream
.Tu, lire Kllsworth Illgalls. Slieeial
case
me
ih.. t.i.i lint conducted
is the
tornev for the Indian depredation' rr,,m th..
lelenhone station m
of the department Al.imogordo.
department
claims
Freezers
most,
city
to
the
me ictibon
uf tustice. returned
iai
M..ii' atiornev was not to Innight trom an ot'.icial trip to Callup,
.complete
and Latest.
si'eii. to all appearances tie was cuuX. M.
to,,. i,i ,,.in ease. At one time
r
iiImumm
in the city- Fred he asked the court to adjourn iinceu rr
J V.. Manbv. of Trinidad:
.
...... l.i mil,
h Klerk, of K.'iiver. and C. V. Trimble, lIlIllLH.tf
...I
Ufov
i...0..vIT II VH I llll
lll.ll
of Kort Collin, stopped olT here last think.
H:s renuest was granted and
...
t ) their Colorado
station,
way
on
teleiilnme
i.u
their
the
niKht
Water
i.i.t
Water
where they where In- consulted Ills lawyer, an I
homes from Mexico.
ago on business.
two
weeks
went
was
tuck in twelve minutes ready i"
Filters
Coolers
proceed. Tl'.e trial was before a jur,
Is the place for fash- Mrs. V. P. Johnson, wife of
.. i.i.. i, f..,i,. l n verdict in favor of the
,,f
th
Americiin
holds pos
lonable and timely gc
...
I i
cmiiiiinv. left on the limited defendant, and Meier still
vesterdav' on a pleasure inn 10 iju session.
footwear.
'a ,,t..iu
Mr
Johnson exnects to
r.... v.. .. n,il..U White nd BlanCO
thi cltv about ten
i.o uhuunt friin-gray
and
aill
vour
clean
,iiein
days.
in
Hose,
Arnew
them look like
"
sT
. .
1
T"
P Hunter, the miniiiK en - new
quickly applied. C. y
C.l
Kasily
and
High Grade Shoes
I IIU
iviowers,
Herwho
the Tres
uinetr
Slue Store, S14 West Hailroad
,..., lluinv i.iminaliv of Ias VeKas Ml'
TsTT
i.'
a venue.
MunnfaffnroH
Our
will iro to Cerrlllos tomorrow to con
Our Specialty
Tlns.
fer with V. H Ashe, the foreman of
tol;ty d
Juili,v
Ahlxitt
arrived
l)irk
mine,
who
utility tiiiitir ti serve
ih. uiwk
ci'Lif
ITs
Col. Hunter has on SluTitr IVrfecto Arniijo In tht
ihara vi.uierdiiv
i,
ih!it th tiiininif ma
"
tV4
PUII. 'l i. '
Almm MJallrnaH AvBltuO.
THE
Phone 131
ThelDEAL SHOE STORE
chinerv he ordered for the mine has l'.ertiaiillo
county, who sues Hie ue- been delivered. Work will bi?in atu fendanl for $22,000. fees collecien
during the
once to devulop the propen on
1j
I
from tlie office of fheriffplaintiff
tLeon Hertzo. Klanajer
was
lame scale.
term of ..rtice lliat the
i i
unlawfully deprived or said oince
218 West Railroad Ave.
Do not foi'Ket the Ice cream "oel il
RAILROAD AVE.
at the IjUtheran church Thur-il.i- y
and eetiin.
f locks, SIWerre. We invite
Diamond, Watdiea. Jewelrr, Cut
yonr trade and guarautee A SQUAKE DEAL.
NUUSK.
Maker of
Mrs. A. H. Meyer, ttlO South Third

Kansas City
Meat

Hart Shaffner & Marx

uSpring Lamb

j

lt--ft

Mi-n'- s

Clothes

be-li-

b.

MAY 22. 1907.

HUM

1

.A

Canvas Shoes and Oxfords

CITIZEN.

EVENING

SOA7 STURM

I

We Are Displaying

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

m

r

Hand Painted China

The HICKOX MAYNARD CO.
Mexco's leading jewelers

OJ

ft

n

NORTH FIRST STREET

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

The J. ft. O'RItLLLY DRUG CO.

t

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

th,-,,iil-

None Better

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

T

I

r

Plumbers

KANSAS OITY

Tinners

--

Alaska Refrigerators
7i

m

Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

m

Just what you
want.

RST

-

it

Steaks

'

neea.

. , i

Jl-

icwcsi
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n

Ideal Shoe

11

(Store

cotton
both
supply of Garden
and rubber, iiose ueeis, Lawn
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.
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n IIii

nimm
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n II

TI

Palace

Diamond

They Speak For Themselves

GIEUTZ the TAILOR

r.u.

t

.

Men's Fine Clothing

i

N, T. Armijo

Underwear $1.00 to $6.00 a Suit

1

if

Eastman Kodaks

WHBTM
rl
Wholesale
1

I

!

uisinouiors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Wm. CHAPLIN
FINE FOOTWEAR
Agents l'or
FLORSHEIM SHOES
Ave.
121 R.

n

New Line

$15.00 to ?30.Q0 Per Suit

MISS C.

Just Kece.ved

Socialtv

S TYLISH

P111 Si
R

ft)

9

of

DRESSMAKiNQ

TICKETS
AkD

.OUGHT.

SOLD

0

Not Made by the Trust

O Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost l
- -

Off let

Tt4osactlons
Quaraniooo

0
l

Less tor Repairs - - -

FULLY

NWto

EXCHABEO

Anoolstlon

o

Harvesting Machinery

P. CRANE

312 North Second Street

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second

T"

HAWLEY

On the Comer
The L,iJ'ng St itloii 'r.

Stout, tall, short or thin our STE1N-- 1
BL0CH made Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures Jfor
fifty years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.

119 West Gold

Poom 7.

Building.

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
i:i Kvliks free.

If You Have an Odd Figure,

1
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T?i

SEEN

RinnQ
Tha Maim
Liuuii iuui wiyiiw
Hull Plaoiriral

V

..i-.- i

Spri'--

YOU

HAVE

Just Arrived

"Jai

Jas.

mii

rtrmt mtroot

WARRANTED7
Kc.ii- -

Prices

Albuquerque, Neu Mexico
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